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Abstract

Identification of crack in an offshore structural frame using static substrueturing and finite
element approach was carried 001 by comparing local smsses. strains and global

displacement results between uneradeed and cracked struetures. For simplicity of
calculation and reduction of computational time and resources, a two-dimensional plane
frame instead of the actual three-dimensional space frame strueture was used in the

numerical analysis: substrucwring technique in finite element method was utilized as the
numerical analysis methodology. In order to develop finite clemenl meshes of this plane
frame. eighl noded degenerate isoparametric shell elements with reduced Gaussian

integration points were used over the entire structure. ABAQUS finite element software
was used to solve the problem and process all infonnation relating 10 the above-

mentioned global and local responses. Numerical results obtained in the analysis have
been verified (for correctness) by Llsing earlier published information and comparison

with those obtained using other types of elements available in ABAQUS.

From the analysis mentioned above. it was observed tIw the rate of change of normaJized
global displacements of a cracked structure becomes a maximum within the crack region;
in addition. enormous changes in normalized local strains develop around the crack
region. These par.uneten could be used to delCCt the crack and its position in real

5UUCtures by the processing of information obtained from installed scnson (triaxial strain
gauges. LVDTs and accelerometen) at various critical regions of the 5bUctUre.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 GeDenl
Natural sourcn of energy such as oil and gas are abundant in many offshore regions of
the world The demand for exploration and production of these ~ has increased

worldwide during lhe last few decades. A lar. number StNCtures of various types and

sizes have been installed in many offshore regions around the world, mainly for

production and processing of oil and gas. Steel jacket strUCture is one of the suuclures
that is used widely for the construction of offshore p1atfonns (Figure 1.1). These jacket
struetUJeS

aR

fabrKated by joining together

procedures. Any welded joint in a complex
potential failure site.

~I

str\JCnft

lubular memben using welding
like a steel jacket Str\ICtW"e is a

Damage can be initiared .II any of these critical points in spite of

taking proper care in lhe desizn and fabrica60n of the joints. Hence. the kJng·tenn
integrity of the welded joints of these struetW"eS must be maintained lO ensure their safe
and reliable operation.

Offshore structural applications in hostile environments require high pcrfonnance joints
made of tubular members. Due to severe corrosion and nmdom cyclic loadings. fatigue

cracking of

SUUCluml

is one of the main problems that causes degradation of the 10111-

tmn integrity of offsbott: structum:. Various kinds of flaws ranging from mJcroscopK:

Figure 1.1: An offshore jacket structure (Dover and Rao 1996)

-

WIND

-

CURRENT

Figure 1.2: Environmental loading on a steel jacket offshore platform (Nwosu

'993).
material defects to macroscopic geometric imperfections (due to fabrication and
constrUCtion processes) are contained in SleCI jacket StJ1lCtUres. Crack can develop from

such flaws due to the combined cyclic action of wind, wave, and cW'l'ent loadings (shown
in Figure 1.2) e~erted by the harsh and hostile offshore environment. Besides the above.

degradation of suuctural materials U

10 COITOSion is also not negligible. Corrosion

affects offshore srerl structures due to !heir constanl exposut'e to seaWaIeI" action.

Offshl::R

stnJCtlU'eS,

in general. are likely to suffer fatigue crKking during lhcir service

livC$ thal would affect lhcir overall performance: in addition. if any one of the crack sizes
becomes veT)' laf'IC. then the sttueture may also experience cllaStrophic failUR. For !his
reason. continuous monitoring of the suuctural performance is essential to prevent such
catastrophic occunences. Whcf1 any fault such IS crKking. delamination. dcbonding. or
loosening of a part occurs in the structure. it will cause a decrease in stiffness (and

perhaps an increase in damping). in a local region of the structure; this will affect the
structural propclties locally as well as globally. While the global effects due to the
presence of a small crack at a local region arc marginal and almost insignirlcant. the local
effects around the crack zone will be significant and noticeable.

Conventionally the steel jacket suuctuI"e of an offshore pladonn is modeled, usina;
planarfspalial beam dements (having hollow tubular

CtOS$

sections). in finite element

analysis. The advantaaa in the choice of !his section arc: (i) h.igfl-torsionaJ ria;idity; (ii)
symmelry of sectional properties: (iii) same omnidim:tionaJ propeny wi!h respect: to
now in horizontal direction; (iv) simplicity of shape; and (v) pleasing

nWet

appearance. It also

possesses great stJuCtuni adnntages (relative bending strength and stiffness propenies)

as structural elements. but the intencetion becomes quite complell. when il is joined to
other tubular members. 1R recent )Un. rcscarchcn have been able to overcome !his
difficulty due to well developed intmo:ting IeCluriques and refined welding processes.

~
./

V-Joint

, ...

_._. ._._._.-:~:. /~._._._. ._..
,

Figure 1.3: Different types offshore sbUCture tubular joints (Dover and Rao 1996).

The three-dimensional geometry of an offshore structUre tubular joint has a large number
of configurations; even two-dimensional in-plane connections have many configurations.
Normally T. Y. It KT. X. and L type connections are used in plane frame structures

made up of tubular members (Figure 1.3). The types of connection used depend on the
position of the braces. In case of static venicalload transfer. brace members do not carry
much loads. Most of the loads are carried by the main chord members. But in case of

horizontal dynamic loading (due to the
fully IlCtive in transferring
geometry and praence of

~

wa~

and wind environment) brace members are

from chord to brace. Due 10 the abrupl chan,a in

welded seams

~ SfftSS

concentntions occur

al

the

inteneetion of brace and chon1. At een.ai.n critical locations it could be several times
higher (nearly 30 to 40 times) than thai: occurring in the orilinaJ SlJ'UCtutt without welded

seams and geometric changes. The kx:aIion of the maximum suess, where cracking is
most likely 10 initiate, will most probably be around the junclions of tubular memben
which are subjecled to uial fQfCes and in-planeJout-of-plane bending moments. The

crack may be initiated at the saddle or crown or any other locations around the hoi spot
region. depending on the nature of loading in members mating at the joint <Berge 19%).

In this study dealing with the anajysis of an offshore plane frame structure with or

without crack. the frame is subdivided into a number of

su~.

called super

ekmenlS, and the connectivity mab'ioes thal join these super ekments are retained for
gJobaI anajysis. Once the

&JobaI analysis has been carried out. the local responses in each

of the super clements are examined for the presenct of any possible cracking. When the

pre- and posc- damapd regions are superposed and examined for anomalies. then the
crack region will become obvious. Thus the crack region could be monitored in a
continuous manner. This thesis discusses the growth of a through-thickness crack around
the hot spot region of a tubular joint, using superekments and finite element analysis

procedure; it also details the various changes that occur around the welded seams and
these changes are used in laying out a procedure to locate and detect cracking in tubular-

jointed plane frame strUCtUl'e$.

1.2 Scope at tho TbesIs
Up to dale numerous

~h

investigations have been carried out for delenni.ning the

suess and strain stile: around the crxk. regions for a single-joinred configuration such as

T·, Y" TK-

or others. No Sllldics !\ave been reponed (to the best of the author's

knowledge). in opttl li1eralurt. on the computIbon of sttess-strain information of the

entire

st:r\ICtW'e

containing cracks in the critical hoi spot reliOll of welded joints. In the

present study. the global displlCemmlS and local smss-Sttain variations of a tubular

jointed structure containing one or two cracks have been analyzed.

1.3 OrganIzation or the Thesis
The following outline provides a brief description of the contents of the thesis:

ChapleT 2: COval the litmlture

5W'VC)'

based 011 cracked sauctural analysis from the

aspects of c1asstcaJ approaches. application of line spring elements in cracked suuctures.

and usc of 3-D solid elements" plane piau: ekmr:nts with quarter p:lint node shiftin&The innuence of cracks on me 5lIbc and dynamic: behaviour is also presented in this

Chapter. in addition, it also coven the litenture survey based on thc development of
subsuucture finite element method, and its appItcaion to the analysis of large SbUClW'e$.

Chapcer 3 deals with

me theory regarding

the

degeneraae isoparametric shell dements.

which have been used (0 model the suucture. It also coven the theory related to the effect
of shifting the mid-point node to quarter point in isoparamtric shell elements and the use

of substruc:turing and supm:lement techniques.

Chapter 4 deals with the modeling procedures used for the

~re

lubulat·jointed

pI~

frame stNl:tlIJ'e wilhoul and with a crack. II gives the results of detailed analyses or
uncracked and cracked plane: frame

Sll\JCtUres

considering1he influence or diffemu rnrck

modelling. in the near and far-fields or die crack region.

The variation or streues and strains in elements near and far away from the crack zone
due 10 the exlenSion or crack around the hoC: spot repon of the tubular-jointed structure.
bas been discussed in CMpcT S. Conclusions drawn from this thesis investigation. as well

as areas for funhet rescan:h. are diSC\lSSCd in CI\apter 6.

Cbapter2

Literature Review

Z.l General
The c~ploration (Of' offshore oil and gas was begun in the Gulf of Mexico after 1947 and
in the Nonh Sea during the 1966. Number of offshore platforms have been installed in

various water depths, starting from a modest depth of 6 m in 1947 to 310 m by 1978
(Cognac) and 412 m by 1988 (Bullwink.lc). Since most of the natural resources arc

available in the deeper continental shelf and slope regions of the world. oil and gas
industry has always attempted 10 install large platforms in the deep walen of the ocean.

Due to recent innovations in stnlCtum coo«pts and fabrication technology, the

installation of deep water SlJUCtures has been quite successful. even in 600 m 10 2000 m
deep waters. One such structure is the Roseau Tower proposed for installation in 1000 m

of water (Reddy and Arockiasamy 1991). Most of these structures are consuueted of

tubular-jointed steel frames. using medium strength weldable steels.

Sea environment is a hostile one for the recovery of oil and gas and always generaces

forces which are cyclic in nature. Due to the repeated nature of loading. fatigue cracking
is likely to be developed at the criticallocalions of weldcd junctions of tubular members.
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A reccnl51udy has identified that tt.e main cause of repair 10 North Sea offshore platform
structures is fatigue (Dover and Rao (996). BesKles these types of
structural membeR due to ship collisiDft5.,

~ng

n....s.,

dents in

of sttueturaI parts during in-service

operaIion, debonding and delamination during fabrication/constrUCtion. operations. etc.,
also occur in structures.

It has been recognized that small cracks couLd propapte under fatigue loading and spread
along the intmeC'tiCl'l before proceeding through the thickness and causilll failun: of the
joint OC' even catastrophic failure of the entire suucture (Paranavitana 19%). When any of
lhese naws are developed aI. any location on the stl'UttUre. it will dwlae the platform's
structural properties: in addition. it will also change the stress discributions around the

crack region. shifting energy from the crack region and 10 the crack tip region. In order to
predict stress distributions accurately in the critical regions of the: offshore struetural
joints. numerous raean:h investigations have been carried
decades. In analyzing the suns rlClds around a

compk~

ow during the last foor

and cracked wbular joinl. finite

element method and fracnwt rnedlanics appro8Ch have been used successfully with some
degree of soptristicabon. The precise mathtmabc:a1 derivation of the stras and strain

fields in and around the wdd is precluded due co the complex ,eomeuy of the joine
configuration. Currently two methods are widely used in offshott industries for the
estimal:ion of stress-strain disaibution around the criticalrcgions of cracked tubular joints

as well as to compute the fatigue life of the structure. 'These two methods art based on S·

N (smu-lire) and fracture mechanics approaches.
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For the 4eu:etion of any type of cracks in an offshcft

~.

numerous lcduriqucs

based on structural vibration conc:epts have been developed. Non-desuuctive inspection

IcdllUques have been used 10 detect and idenlify .amalies between cracked and

uncnK:ked slnlCtUra without damaging the actual structure. Vibnlion measurements are

effective:. inexpensive and fast procedures for non-destruetive examination of a suucture
(GdouIOS 1993). Vibration techniques. which use sensitive and accurate instruments

(accelerometers and

sisnaJ

anaIyun) that are inlCgJ'a&Cd with. detailed machematical

analysis of Mponse dala. measure quantitatively the changes in vibration responses and
lhese are used for evalualina the entire condition 0( the SUUClure. A brief discussion of
lhese mdhods is gi Yen in the subsequent section of litis thesis.

2.2 C_ca1 Analysis 01 CI'llCk<d Structures
When any fault such as crackina. delamination. debonding. ClC.. is developed in the

SU\lCture, it changes its local and global stiffne:sses and pcrltaps the damping of the
suucture. Since damping phenomena is very mIlCh sensitive: to the environmental

condition. detection of a crack considering change in damping is alll'lOSt impossibk. Mosa
of the research studies relacd 10 crack analysis have been carried out considering the
change in stiffness before and after aaclring of the SCtUl:tUtC. Crack can be developed in
the strueCure 1$ an open crack or brealhing crack. Open crack is a simplifying assumption
made in representing a cracked reaioa; the cnlCk always remain open both during the

opening and closing cycle of the vibrating motion of the suucture. Breathing (open and
dose) cracks develop due: to the effect of cyclic Ioadina on me suucture. Falipe crackinl

is an exampk of this type. Crack

opens in die suucture when me klad produces a tensile

smlin arouncIlht crack region and c:loses when die revcne phenomena ocaus. Most of

die researthm have used open c:rack model for the subc: and dynamic: analyses of a

c:rac:ked

SUUCtUrC. In order 10

investigate die c:hange in stiffness due to c:racking of a

slfUCtural member, different kinds of open c:rack models have been used by a number of

researchers. Some of them are. short beam, line... spring, reduc:ed Young's modulus,
reduc:ed moment of inertia and fracture rnec:hanic:s models. Brief desc:riptions of these
models are given below.

SIttrt bsw ......: Before mid·seventies. many researthm were using this model

for

the analysis of a Cf*ked sttue:tun:. The adVarKaaes of this model are thll the anaJytic:al
solution using finite: clement analysis c:an be established easily. In this model. c:racked
regions are isolated from the main suuc:turc and this isolated region is considered as a

sOOn beam with lesser moment of inema. Thomson and Madison (1949) used this model
for the deCennination of die effect of a narrow c:rack on tlexural, longitudinal and
tomonaJ vibrations of a slander bar. The anaJytical ex.pression between the short beam
length and the depth of a symmetric: disc:ontinuity (or c:rack) and its kIc:ation aloog a
longitudinally UIliform beam has been developed by Sprineer et aJ (1981). In spite of the
various advanuaes of this model. it can not be used ex.ae:tly as an altemale fonn for the
actual c:rack influenc:e. The variation of sanIeS in this model around the c:rackcd regions
will be quite different in c:omparison with the: lUI situation.

Il

Lip!!r Sprig

Model'

When my crack is developed in the stJ'UCtUrC. it

mIuces the

stiffness of the sttuetun:. In linear spina: model. this reduced stiffness. in a cracked
portion. is idealized to a linear sprine. Many researchers have used this model for various

purposes. Haisty and Sprinaer (1985) used line. sprins elements as a substitute for crack
in the investigation of the longitudinal vibration of a uniform beam containing two
symmetrical COlCks. They obtained the equivalent spring stiffness using fracture
mechanics concept. The same au&hon developed spring stiffness of a beam with a double·
sided

open crack for tenSile. beI'ldinC and torsional "-ting (1988). Since the presence of

cracks in the structure chances its natural frequen6cs. some resean:hers have used this
concept [0 detect ClaCk.. Gomes and Silva (1991) investigated this charlae in rwuraI

frequency using a f1ellura! spring model. Despite the various uses of the linear spring

model. it has also some additional disadvantages. This model cannot property incorporate
the damping influence; in addition the stress distribution near the crack region would also
be quite diffemlt from the actual state of stress in the region.

..... y..pe', Mtd!IM eel Mtwet " 'Mr1iI
member reduces the local cross sectional .-ea of a

MpH!: Cnck in a struetunl

stnlCClIR.

For this reason. moment of

inmia in the cracked portion decreues as the crack grows. 11 is well known dial the

stiffness mautx of different kinds of clements is

~Iy

dependent on the material

and geometric properties of the clements used in finiae element method. Sometimes

Young's modulus contrOls the maaerial properties and moment of inertia (bending
behaviour) and cross sectional area (axial behaviow') conuols the geometric properties. In

finite ekman modelling. it is easier 10 asswne a cbanJe in Young's modulus to represent

the presence of a crack than a change in the moment of inertia. In actuality, Young's

modulus is not affected by cracking occurring in the structure: but the apparent change in
Young's modulus is assumed as an equivalent and simpicr alternative to represent the
change in stiffness that occurs due to cracking. It has one advantage that no new elemenls
are required to model the cracking.

2.3 BasIc Fractu", Mec:hanks Approocb for. Cracked SlnKtUR
The analysis of stress and displacement fields. along with a postulale predicting the
structural failure causing cracking. is essential for the mechanical design of engineering
structures. To obtain information about defonnalion as well as the stress and strain fields
of cracked structures. engincen. normally use fracture mechanics approach and finite
element method. The objective of fTacture mechanics approach is to determine the load·
carrying capacity of structures in the JRsenu of cracks, voids or inclusions (which can
also be modelled as a dominant crack (Gdootos 1993). The other objective of this
approach. which is applicable for engineering design, is the dclcnnination of critical load
of a SUtlCture by considering the size and location of an initial flaw. lbc: engineering
design based on fracture mechanics needs knowledge of critical crack size and behavior
during crack extension. Two kinds of suength failures. such as brinle and ductile failures
from the macroscopic point of view, are usually considered in fracture mechanics
approaches. lbc: brinle failure causes only small deformations. and usually is sudden in
nature. On the other hand, ductile failure causes large deformations over a relatively long
time period and is associated with yielding or plastic flaw and high energy dissipation

"
rates. A great number of structures have been lost due to bnule failure over the cenluries,
resulting in loss of human lives and enonnous wealth.

The fracture of a solid depends on a variety of factors such as macroscopic effect

microscopic phenomena and the composition of the material. Few of the fracture
mechanisms that occur 31 different scale levels are shown in Figure 2.1. For the study of
rupture of cohesive bond in a solid, principle of quantum mechanics should be used. In
case of a homogeneous continuum material, continuum mechanics and classical

thermodynamic concepts are required. These two cases deal with the movement of
dislocations. formation of sub-grain boundary precipitates and slip band, grain inclusions

and voids (Gdoutos 1993).

Figure 2.1. Fracture mechanisms at different scale levels (Gdoulos 1993).
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Crack driving force is an important parameter in fracture mechanics studies. This force is

a function of nwerial behavior, crack size. stJ'UCIUI'I eeommY and ktadlng conditions..
The critical value of this force is caUed fncturt: lOUgtlncss Ind it indicares the ability of

ma&erial to resist fracture in the praena: of cracks.. In SU\ICt\IraI appIicalions. lower
fracture toughness is essential for most of the design cases where small initial cracks
exist. In this case a

hiJher yield ~sth mllerial should be used. HowCveT. when the size

of crack is large. hisher fracture toughness would be preferable (Gdowos 1993). Earliest
theoretical work on the elastic stress distribution surrounding a crack in a stressed plare
was published by Inglis (1913). He also showed thai for a given panicular crack size.

there is a critical value of stress above which unstable fracturing of nwerial will occur.
later on the weakening effect of cracks produced in a malerial was identified properly by
Griffith (1920). The results of both Inglis and Griffith studies show that the SU'Cs.SeS
ultimately tend 10 intinity _ lhe crack tip. due 10 a steep stress padienl near the crack lip.

Using energy balance asswnpboo. Griffith dew:1oped a fracture cricerion. This criterion is

a.Ja:: (-21- !EJ'
- "

(2.1)

K

wherr:

'0"

is the applied nominal suess, 'a' is the CJ1lCk knJlh and y* is the surface CTIttJ),

per unit crack

area. Griffith tnaBy balance assumption was lhal:

the energy required to

create new surfaces in the malCriaJ was proportional to the fracture area from which
energy is released. Griffith also discovered that the fracture strength is il'lVCTSCly
proponional to the square root of the crack size for brittle fracture bdllvior.
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According to Griffith criterion. the critical

stra5a

for plane stress and plane strain

condition can be written IS

(2.2)

where E is the Young's modulus. and v me PoiS5On'S mo.

ZA Unear Elastic Stress Flolds in Crackod Siructuros
When any crack is developed in a StnlCture. it leads to high streSses ncar the crack tip. For
this

~

inelastic deformation and non·linear effects occur near the crack tip in a

ductile material. The stress distribution in the cncked body can be linear or non-linear

depending on the inelastic dcformltion and other nonlinear effects. When inelastic
ddonnalion and norlline.- effect
characteristic

lenllhs of the body.

~

small with

rcspcc:t

to crack Length and other

linear elastic theory is adequaIc

(Q

cak:uJare the stress

distribution in the cracked suuctutt; otherwise non-linear fracture mechanics theory
becomes necessary.

Crack nonnally extends within the body accordina to thtce basic failure modes. These:
modes are, openina mode. sliding mode and tearing mode. In opening mode (I) crack
swfaces

sepuale

symmetrically witfl respect to me crack plane. viz., along the plane

perpendicular to crack plane. In sliding mode (U) crack surfaces slide relative to each

"
other syrnmetrically with respect to the plane perpendicular to the crack plane.. In learina

mode (Ill) crack surfaces slide relative to each other

~·symmeuicallywith

respect 10

both planes (Cidl:uos 1993). 'These three modes we shown in Figure 2.2

The stress and displlCtmenC ftekls are es.scntiaIlO describe the saresses and wains in the

neighborOOod of the crack tip. bcl:ause these fiekls JOVern crack extension behavior near
the crack tip. The stress fields of the above three dcfonnabon modes are given below. For
Inc

calcuJation of these fields. an infinite plate: with a crack length of 2a subjected

10

equal stresses (J at infinity ilona both axes (shown in Figure 2.3) is considered.

la'

to,

1<1

Fipn: 2.2: The three basK:: modes of crack clUenston; <a> Opening mode.
Sliding1llOl:fle. D. and (e) Tearing (or antiplane) mode, m. (Gdoutos 1993)

t. (b)
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Figure 2.3: A crack of length 2a in an infinite plate subjected to a uniform
stress 0' at infinity, along both axes (Gdoutos 1993)

In opening mode (Mode I),

(2.3)

where K r is the opening mode stress intensity factor and its value is given by,
(2.4)

and r is the radial distance of the element, 8 is the angle from )( axes, and O"x and Oy are the
normal stresses corresponding to plane){ and y and 'txy is the shear stress on those planes.
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In sliding mode (Mode 0), the saess field is given by.
K
.
tJ "~Sln

•

"'2Jlr

82 38)
2

~ 2+cos-«lS2

tJ,

.~sinicos%casT

l'

K.
=~c:os

(2.5)

8. 38)

~ 1-5In-IIn.

"

",1Jrr

2

2

2

where KII iSb slimn. mode scress intenSity faclor and its va11oX: is given by,

Kit

=TJM

In tearing mode (Mode W). the suases

0 •• 0,

(2.6)

and

t., will be zero. The stress

f~ld for

this mode is.

Tc

--1;sin i
t'~ =-1;cosi

(2.7)

"
2.5lnft.....,.

or Cracks

In a Steel Jacket Slruct.... due to Dynamic

Loadlllll
As described earlier most of the offshon: jacket structures are made of steel tubular

members. Welding is usually used to connect brace and chord members. Due to severe
environmental loading, geometric discontinuities of the members mating at a joint. weld
lone inhomogeneity. etc.. fatigue cracking is likely to occur at the junctions of tubular
members. These cracks initiate fim at the highly stressed regions as multiple cracks along
the weld toe regions and they coalesce very fast to form a single crack: then the single

crack

stalls

to grow through the thickness of the chord or brace wall. From metallic

engineering point of view. it is well known that severe failUl"es of metallic structures

occur due to cyclic loading. This type of loading reduces the strength of structures and
causes cracking consisling of different phases such as crack initiation. coalescence.
propagation, and catastrophic failure. Numerous research investigations based on
theoretical and experimental studies have been carried out to predict the effects of these

cracks before they lead to sc:vere stroetura!. failures.

The conventional design approach for the prediction of fatigue life of the

SU\ICt~

involves the use of (faugue) s1Ru·life (S.N) curves. This approach requires only the
knowledge of the hoc-spol stresses and strains and it does

not take

into account the

presence of an initial crack (or cracks). For this reason. this method leads 10 an

overestimation of life in case of real suuctUI'CS where crack initiation stage is small due 10
the pre.existing faults. Normally constant amplitude S·N data

~

used in the design for

"
fatigue in welded suuetuttS. However. an offshOR! structure will always experience

random loading due 00 the real ocean wave environment In the case of variable amplitude
or random loading, Miner*Palmgren cumulative damage law is used to calculate the
fatigue damage and it gjves almost aceutale results in conjunction with the fracture

mechanics approach. This cumuJative law is based on the assumption that the damage on
the suueture per cydc of loading is constant at a given 5U'e55 range. Since it is difficult to

distinguish between crack. initiation and crack propagalion in the conventional S-N
melhod. development of fracture mechanics approach in conjunction with finite clement

analysis has made possible the prediction of fatigue life for any type of situation.

In fracture mechanics approach. the total fatigue life is divided into three: characteristic
stages. These stages are initiation, propagation and ultimate failure. The ultimate failure
stage: is not considered in most practical design cases, especially for offshore steel

stroctures since it leads 10 a rapid brittle fracture. Microscopic level of cracking is
considered as initiation stage and macroscopic level of cracking is considered as

propagation stage. From the microscopic point of view. damage is associated with the
process of nucleation and growth of micro-voids and cavities (Wang et al 1997). In these
cases, the rupture of atomic bonds due

(0

high local

~

causes nwerial separation

and this phenomena may be approached From different poinu of view, viz.. either from on

atomic approach (concept based on quannun mechanics) or continuum mechanics
approach (Gdootos 1993). In the atomic approach, malerial defonnalions ue considered
to occur within disrances belween the particles of the order of 10.7 em; in continuwn

mechanics approach, it is considered for distances greaaer than lO·2 em and the material is

considered to be a

homoFneous

continuum. The crack. initiarion life is normally

cakulaled by the concepI of 'ocal sttain approICh. In this mcdKId the

~a1

responses

(of many components) at critical hx:atim5 are strain or deformation dqIendenl:. It means

thll fatipe is a JocaLized process and the

~Iions

of stress concenttation in the suucture

an: the most probable crack initialion zones. Due to the exislCnCe of the local plastic
deformation. plasticity effects are considered in crack. initiation stage explicitly. The
equation of sttain·life curves for the fatigue resistance of the sttuCtlUe. at the critical

Ioc:ation. is liven by:

(2.8)

where E .. elastic modulus.

coefficienl. b

= fatigue

0',

= fatigue

strength exponent. c

strength coefficient. (', .. fatigue ductilily

= fatigue:

ductilily exponent. and N,

= crack

initiation life of the specimen.

During re«nt years. researchers have paid considerab&e attention to estimate the crack

propagation life of offshore Red suuctures. To dwxtcrize the fncwre behavior of the
tubular join!, two para.mcter1 such as nominal hot spot stress and crack size are used An
analytical procedure based on stress field magnitude and stress disuibution near the crack
lip is used in linear elastic fracture mechanics approach. Due to suess concentralion in the
vicinity of a crack tip. large elastic stresses art: developed near the crack. tip for any small
loading on the cracked body and these stresses

~

charactcriud by the stress intensity

facror. The deformations and stmses at the crack tip can be prescribed by one or •
combination of the three modes of crack exteMion, described earlitr in section 2.4.

However it depends on the geometry and lcadin. conditions of the cracked body. Fatiaue
crack pmpaption rate (dIIdN) can also be related 10 the

sr:ras intensity factor tarlJIC.

A

number of theories and empirical equations hive been established regarding this

relationship. The most common relalionship thM is used to cakulile the fatigue life of a
tubular joint is the Paris power law given by;

(2.9)

where C and

mare malerial constanll, and.YC is the stress intensity factor (SIF) range.

From this equ.arion, the propagation life is c:aJculalCd by integrating from the initial flaw
si:ze (a;) to theaitical fiaw sUe (I,:) as:

N,:

The total faliaue life

1

C(':)..

(2,10)

<NT) is equal to the sum of the cycles duting crack initiation (N,) and

cycles durin. Cl'Kk propaption (N,) and is expressed by,

N,.*N,+N,

(2.11)

"
Severa! ~hers have determined the crack propagation life and total faUgue life of the
tubular .....-elded joint SCl\ICtUR by using

dirr~

methods. NwOSl.l (I993) wortcd on

falipte strength analysis of offshore tubular welded joints under Constanl amplilUde

loading. He used local stJUs-.strain and linear clastic: fracture rncchanics approaches for
the numerical invutiption of the total fatigue life of offshore tubular welded joints.
under the action of u.ial. in-plane and OU!-o(.plae bending mds and compared his

I"C$Ults with experimental results and parametric equations. He obtained a good agreement
with the experimental results.

Qian (19%) used strain energy densit)' factor theory

10

estimate of the propagation of

surface crack. in tubular T .joints. His study basically focused on the propagation direction

of a surface crack in tubularT-joints and the surface crack profile. To obtain the variation
or SIF along the COIICk fronts of prefabricalCd semi~lJiptic surface cracks at the hot spots
of tubular T-joints. he used phol:oelasticity and finite element method. He concluded thai

the crx:k is deve)oped in tubul.-T-joints due 10 mixed-mode ioacting, and the distribution

dSIF along the frontedFofthe crack depends not only on afr, the rWo ofcrackdep(h
to thickness of chord wall, but also on the crack shape ratlO lie (the ralio of depth of the

crack 'a' to its kngth 'c'), From this SllIdy, it was concluded that a crack can be

influenced by severaJ (acton ~h as
the crack.

geometry

of the joint. size, shape and orientation of

loading conditions. malerial properties ctc.

identifICation of damage in a structure is an important research uta in the civil.
mechanical, and aerospace enpneering comrnunilics. Damage in any kind of structure

reduces its in-service capability, degrades its perfonnance. and even could contribute

10

the loss of enormous wealth and human lives. Damqe is defined as changes inlroduccd
into a system eilher intentionally or uninlClltionaJly that severely affects the present and

fUlurc behaviour of that system. The identifICation of damage in any Sb'UCIurc is almosl
impossible. if !here is no idea aboullhc original sea of !he intael

Sb'UCI1IrC.

A number of

methods have been deveiope(J for the identificalioa of damage in a stnIC1urc. These
methods are classified herein as conventional methods and vibration based methods.

CenventioDal 1tIdbods: These methods are essentially localized cx.pcrimcntal
measurement methods. They collcel all the relevant local information of Ihe SU\lClurc and
carry out detailed data analyses to identify damqc in structures. The available:

conventional methods for the identification of damqre in a soucture are Visual

Inspection, IJquid or Dye PtnetranI Inspection, Magnetic Particle Inspection <MPO.
Elccttomagndic Techniques.. U11r1Sonic.

RadioanPhy.

Altematinl CUlTefIt PoIentiaJ

Diffema (ACPD) Technique, Eddy Curmu Technique. Alternating CLU'mlI field

Meawmnmt (ACFM) Technique and Acoustic Emission. All of these methods are only
applicable if only p:lrtions of the SUUCIUre are beinl inspected and as well they
accessible.

an: readily
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v.... _ _
The under-water inspec:tion of offshore sauct1IreS using this technique Jives an overall

notion of the general condition of the

scructlR.

This metbod is normally of two

Calepxics. One is the general visual inspection and the other is the close visual

inspection. Marine growth. major physical defects. debris. scour and cathodic protection
survey art assessed by the general visual inspection. The diver inspects all the
configurations of the Slr\ICtWe. which are undctwater. CLose cirtwt TV. video probes and
still phorosraptl are requim:l to assist the diver in dMa acquisition and intetpmalion. No

highly sophisticated instruments

~

needed for this sun-cy. To carry out observation in

the vicinity of a weld. the close visual inspection method (using video probes) is nonnaIly
used. In this

method. marine·growth·free and paint-coating.free

surfaa: is required to

assess the imase and weld conditions.

M-"< ....-I_ _ (MPI)
This method depends on the phenomena of magnetic flUA leakage. The main idea of MPI
method is. to induce mqnetic flux lines in a ferro-magnetic lDMerial by applying eJ:1el'TW
magnetic forces. When induced nux lines '*'Ct a dcfCl:t and cross the defect. magnetic:

poks are formed, where they enICf and leave the macerial. If very fine ferro-magnetic
particles are passed in a canitt fluid to the area under inspection. il will be attracted by

these poles. By observing pattic:Ics' coakscencc:. defects can be found out in the stNCtUtt.
In case of underwater inspection. spcciallamps art used 10 produce ultra-violet light. The

panicles. which fluoresce under this light,

art

used to crcart visibility in undenu.Cf

environment. This method is commonly used to idenbfy and locale Illy surf-=e cra::k

"
present in the suua~. The ctisadvantages of this method are thai: it is applicable to

r~

mag:netic marerial only and it is often very diffICUlt 10 obWn a pennanent TW::lrd of the
results.

Ultrasoaic
The basic principle of Ws method is thai. u.ltrasonic signals are generated by moving an
ultrasonic probe containing a piezodectric aystal lhat

aenemes

this signal over the

surface of the body to be e.umined. The n:fJected waves from the cumincd body are also
received by the same probe. Thc: source of reflection and the position of defect can be
locaced and KJer1tifJed by measuring the lime delay between the emintd signal and the
reception of each reflection. II is the most flexible. convenient and practical method 10

identify and

lOCale

any internal flaw present in the body, determine wekl quality and

asSCS5 the tube wall thicknes5.

~J

This method is ac1uaJly u.sed 10 detect the inte:mal defects ofasuuctural body. X-rayoryray is passed through the surflCe of the examined body and observation is made on the
absorbed amount of uaversed waves. A defect absorbs less of the rays uaversing it than a

hofno&eneous nwerial. The intensity variations due to naw in the body are represented on
the phOlOp'lphic film. Shadow

piet~

image: on the film indicaIeS the defect. Permanent

record of the inspection is possible in tNS method.

A-..-c..- _ _..... T.......
This teehrUquc: is based on the: principle of electric current flow. By using a simpk

relationship between the crack depth and me ekcttical pcuntial difference. the crack
depth for an infinitely long crack can be measuRd. For an infinitely IonS crack. crack

depth = O.S 0 (YeN,) -11. where D is the probe electrode spacing. Vc is the potential
difference measured across the crack and V, is the refemx:e potential cfifference
measured in the uncracktd body

ICJ05S

thc: probes (Dover and Rao 1996). For a small

crack depth. measurement does not live the true depth of crack.. In this case a corm:tion
factor is requiral for me caJculaion of the true depch. This tedmique is used only for
depl:h cakulllion of known surface breaking faults and also needs a coaling-(m: surface.

A......... C• . - FloId Mtoosoa..- (ACl'M) TeduoIqae

In this technique. absolute quantities of surface masnetic fields that are produced from an
induced magnetic field parallel 10 the crack are measured. The crack depth sizing is
carried out by using the measurement of the componmts of magnetic field. 1bc theory
involved in this method is thai: when a current flows on the surface (X-Y plane) of a

mtuJlic SU\ICtUR. men the mqnetic flux density in any direction (either X or Y) is

proportional tothc:c:unent in thai perpendic;u!a"direc:tion; thc:magnetic: fllU density in the
Z- direction is proponionallO the curvatUre of cumnI in the X-Y plane (Dover and Rao
19%). In ACFM technique, application of uniform current flow into the specimen is

reqUired and measuremelU of magnetic field components in the air above the specimen is
used. For. quiet eumination of me surface usinaunp or multiple senson, this medIod

isespeciallyuseM.
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EdoIyc...-T........
Eddy current is induced when CUlRIIlS now in an ekctricaJ conductor by the rime and I or
space variation of an applied mapetic field. The magniwde and phase of the induced
eddy

CUJmlt

are affecred by a defect in the body. Eddy CUJTeIIt insuurnent is used to

convert AC signaJ hom the coil co a DC signal lhIl eln be interpmed by the openlor.
This technique works by the measwemcnt of
induced

volta. in a coil (DoYer and Rao

chan. in iJnPed-ce in a coil due to an
sip

(from induced

CWTCnI

insuutnent and

1996). Impedance of

voltage:) is displayed directly in case of a general

purpose eddy

shows a complete piclure of whac is goinl on in the coil. By using special probes and

particular settina on the insuumtn1. crack is detected in welds. Surface crack detection in
conducton. sub-swface defect detection in non-magnetic conductors. lube and bar

inspection. metal sorting and layer ltrickness measuremerll are carried out by this
technique. Measumnenl of s i p with phase infomwion distinguishes it from ACfM.

The advantages of this technique are that it can detect faullS quickly without any surface
contact and that it has a useful sizins capabiliry for imperfcct naw detection.

2.7 V i _ ~ DoteclioD Methods
The defect idmtifKalion methods discussed in the previous section mtUire the viciniry of
the damage to be known and the portions of the stnK:tUre being inspc:c1Cd to be readily

accessible. To o...m:ome these drawbacks. researchers have tried to develop a

&Jobal

damage detection method so thai. proper information abo\n the damage of the structure

COCIId be easily obtained. In recenc years. vibrabon--t-cd damaae detection teehAiquc bas
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been used to give infOl'mltion about the global behav;or of the souctur'r:. Numerous
mean:h srudies have: been done in last dim: decades to establish this method.

SophisticaIcd experimental lCdwUques such as modal testing have been developed and
finned up. Other 'I'l'lCthods such as Wavelet Techniques and Laser-based Vibration
Procedura have also been developed 10 enhance c:nck detection in the high frequency

ratlges and in a remote non.contaet manner. It is well known that when any fault occurs
in a sttue1ute, it will ctwlSC the stiffness properties and perllaps damping of the structure.

This concept is utilized in modaJ testing. From a theoretical point of vicw, it is known that
modal parameters such as natural frequencies. mode shapes and modal damping are

functions of the physical properties (mass, damping and stiffness) of the structure.
Therefore. changes in the physical properties will cause noticeable changes in these

modal parameters. These parameten can be used as indicators for the identirtcaUon of
darNlge in a structure. Roitman et aJ (1991) used modaJ analysis rectmique to detect
damage in tubular joints of fixed offshore struetura. They compared modal amplitude

responses of intact and damaged structures. They concluded that modaJ .wysis could be
used to detcr:t damaee in tubular joinu of fixed offshore Sb'UCtUI'e.

Chen and $wamidas (1993) developed a procedure for modal testing using global sensors

and Ioca1 sensors. They used an accelerometer and a linear variable displacement

transducer (LVDT) as global senson and strain

puaes

as local sensors. In addition to

cltperimenlal investiption, they also carried out finite clement analysis to confirm the
accuracy of CllperimencaJ results. They concluded that

aJobaI

sensors could determine

changes of nanua.I frequencies due to small c:ncks ex.iSlinl in the suucture. In the

J2

following section

I

brief description is given detailing how each indicalor is influenc:ed

by the defect.

l!N!lm!I!IE!!.l!h!!l!!!IBB'1F0 Natura! frequencies are gJobaI properties 0( • stI'\lCtUI'C. It can be
measured

aI

any Iex.lion of the Sb'l.lCtUte and will remain unchanged. If any fault is

developed in the sttueture. it will change the various natural frequencies of that suucture.
This change can be significant for a small slnJdute but it will not be signifiCant for a

large structure; the influmcc depends on how much the presence of the crack affects the
overall stiffness of the structure. If the overall reduction in stiffness is very small. then the
change in frequency will also be very small. In large suuctures the changes are usually 50
small thai crack c\eIection by using this concept is almost unreliable and sometimes
researchen are confused in determining whether it comes from the rm10val of the non·
SlJuCturai mass or some actual defect. To find out the kxation and size of. crack by using
this concept alone is ralher diffiC\llt. since similar cracks .. different kations can

produce the same chanzes in fWW'll1 fmjuencies. Fanar

let

aI (1994) demonsuaIed in a

R.epon published by Los Alamos National Uboratory Report that the c!\anges in !\Mural
frequendes were not sensitive enough for detecting defects in latJe sttuetwu. They

conducted tests on an Interslatc 40 highway bridge. They reduced the cross-sectional

stiffness at the center of the: main plate girder by 96.4% (by cutting it) and lhe bendina
stiffness of the overall bridge cross-section by 21%, but they didn't get any significant
reduction in modal frequencies.

3l

~:

Since cMnp in physical properties produce changes in modal

parameters (narural frequencies. mode shapes and modal damping facton)., mode shapes
can also be c:onsiderrd as indialorS (or the detection of damage. in conjunction with

natural frequencies. Mode shipe is a klcaI as well as &IobaI characteristic of the stnIClUrt:.
This indicatof can live local responses by providing the kJcaJ chanaes in mode shapes if
any defects occur in a Ioc:aJ ~Jion and also can sive

aJobal responses due

occurring in a kJcaJ region. Changes in global mode shapes

aR

10 a defect

usually ~ery small and

will become dominant only when defect in a local recion is quite large. Normally higher
frequency modes capture the local responses whereas lower frequency modes lend to
capture global responses of the structure and are less sensitive to local damage in a
structure. The measurement of responses from hiper modes is very djfficult. From an

experimental point of view, it is seen thai to produce measurable responses in the higher
frequency ranges of a
~ lhan

J-.e scak: &est structure would require much larger ama.Jnts of

thai: required for exatinllower trequencia of the lest struCtUR!. As indicalon

for crack detection, difftmll types of mode shapes are used; among them. displacement.
curv2tUre and strain mode shapes are used widely. In m::ent yean. nsearchers have staed

that curvaturc and strain mode shapes can detect faults c1early than displacement mode

shapes. Swamidas and Chen (1992) deIected damase in

I

lIsa- acrylic scale model of a

Tripod Tower Platform (ITP) using modal analysis. They monitored nawraI frequencies

and strain frequency

fespoclSC

functions using strain cauges. ac:celcrometets and a linear

... ariab~ displacement transducer (LVOT). Cracks were made by making a saw cut on the
plad'onn; measurements of sttains. accdenWons and displacements were made for each
size of saw cut, whidl simuJated a fi,;cd width and depth of crack.. They did not get Iny

signiflClnt cl\aIges between

a:ce~on

and displacement transfer functions in the

stJ'UCtUR. but ....

significant changes in the strain transfer

func:tion. viz.. by around 6O'ib when aac:k

crew throu&f1 the lIUckness and around the

uncracked and cracked

tubular joint.

Curvature mode shape method in time domain was developed Pandey et " (l99l). They
used curvature mode shapes and natural fn:quencies to detect damages in a cantilever
beam and a simply supported beam models. By plotting the absolute chanees in

displal:ement mode shapes and the curvature mode shapes over the length of the beam in
aac:ked and lQ'tl;f;k:ked conditions. damages were detected. From their analysis. they

found that nwtimum absolute difference occurred for curvalllft mode shapes between
undamaged and damaged beams in the damaged region, but no significant difference

occurred in displacement mode shapes in the damaged region: maximum absolute
difference increased when damages increased. They used the following bending moment·
curvature relationship in their analysis:

v".MI(EI)
whett

y'"

was the c:urvltlft

It

(2.'2)

a section. M the bending moment at a section. E the

modI.aJus of elasticity and I the moment of inertia of the cross section.

Some values ttIal art derived from these mode s!\apes such as Modal Auurance Criteria
(MAC) and Coordinate MAC were also used to identify damage. But these methods are
not so sensitive to dr:t«:l aacb in the S1t\ll:tU.re.

"
Fox (1992) showed thai MAC is not n:Jatively sensitive to damaF in a bcIm with a saw
CUI. But he found out another parameter"Node line

MAC.~

wtuch proved 10 be a more

sensiti...e indicalor of chances in the mode shapes caused by ct.magc:. The "Node line
MAC," is a MAC when measurement points are considered close to a node point for a

panicular mode. He stated that graphical comparisons of relative changes in mode shapes
would be the best way of dececting the damage: location when only ruonant frequencies
and mode shapes are examined.

He also showed a simple correlation between node points

and resonant frequencies to find QUI the kJeation of darnaF.

0!I!er 'datm:

Modal damping. Anti-Resonance Frequmcy. TrmsmissibililY.

Random Del:tement signalure (RDD signatures), unexpo:ted resonance fTequencies. sublsuper- harmonic peaks in the spectnll and probability density functions are abo used by

many researchers to detect faults in strUCtures.

Yang et

at (1980) used random decrement lCChnique

to detect induced cracks on an

offshore pIltfonn model. They lCSled a welded steel sl*C frame with four primary legs.
and braced with horizontal and diagonal memben. They induced a thin saw cut at a

position ncar the welded joints of the

stnIC1LWC and

measured responses at various

positions of the Sb'UCtUIe corresponding to a random excitation input. In order to confinn
the accuncy of the experimental results, FE analysis of the suucture was also carried OUI.

After examining the random decrement signature in damaged and undamaged situations,
they snowed that this technique could be used to

"""""".

~ cracks in complex

offshore

_ _ _ NounI

_

A neural netWoR is a dynamic system thIl has one-way interconnections (Harvey 1990).
In this methcd. output responses an: rte:eivcd by processing input data.. The proceuinl

units art: called nodes or neurons and nodes an: conneaed by links. Actually this method
between the human brain and

was motivaled by the functional relltionships thIl

C1i~

nerve cells. It was developed 10 mimic the pancm

I"eCOI"ition capabilities of the

human

brain. This method is also capable of self-organization and knowledge acquisition.
Training is performed by providing a set of Imown inpul-outpul (pairs) patterns to the
networks. To oblain a desired output within a requimllevel of accuracy. the weights of

each node are adjusted iteratively by the nelwork. By measuring the difference between
the computed pattern and the expected output pattern. mon are identified.

Neural netWorks are non-pamnetric identification approaches {or detecting cracks in the
StnlCtUIeS relMCd to civil. mechanical and aerospace engineering. This is a new

identiftcation fIleltaodok)gy d'Ia is being used by many resean:hers (in diverse fidds) 10

find

~

any unsolved complexity. There an: many types of models that can be developed

by changing the netWork topOlogy. node chatacteristics and leaminl pnx:edures. Among

them. one of the most popular models is a multi.layer pc:n:qllioo (Ml..P) or a back·
propagabon neunJ netWork (BPNN). The

BPNN consists of an inpullayer. hidden layers,

and an output layer. The input layer contains the measured propenies and the outpullayer

consists of the

damaae

severity to be identified. A schematic vicw of a MlJ' neural

network arch.ilel:lUtC is shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Multi·layer perception neural netWork archileCtUR:

Kudva et al (1991) used BPNN method to identify damage in a stiffened panel bay. They
modeled the crack by cutting noles. of various diameters, in the plate at the cenleT of

bays. They

Jftdicted the

location of these: cracks without an error by using this method.

but SO % or more error was observed while predictinl hole size.

Zubaydi (2001) used this method to identify the suucnnJ

damaF in ship suur;nues. that

are likely to octur at the locations of high sarcss con«ntration such as at the connection
of IongitudinaJ to heavy transverse members of the side shell. Yun and Hahnl (2000)

developed a method for estimatinl the stiffness pamnettn of a complex SIlUCtunl system
using a MLP. They used natural frequencies and mode shapes as input panems

10

the

neural network for effcctive element-level identification. They adapted the 1...al.in
hypm:ubc sampling and the component mode synthesis methods for efficient generation
of the panc:ms for tnlining the neural netWOl't and used noise injection technique during

"
measwement errors.

Wavelet Ib<ory
It is an improved version of Fourier analysis. Wavelet transform can clarify bod'! spectnI
and lCmpJl'I1 infonnarion within the

sip.

measumI from a vibrating structure.

simultaneously. And it also allows (or the decomposition of the tesponse signal while
retaining temporal information.

For this reason,

aJobal

information as well as local

specific feature in the sipaJ are contained in wavelet U3nSfonn. The lime series oblained
from a real observation are analyted using a variety of wavelets at various

~ution

levels. In crack analysis. a mathematical model of the cracked StnlCtUl'e is derived and
wavelet expressions in the spaccltimc domain are used for solution. The results obtained
from this analysis are compared with those obtained from uncrac:kcd condition. The
discrepancy in results will show the presence of crack. In order to mIuce signal to noise

r.Jlio, wavelet filter bank is used.. The application of this lheory is now widespread and
coven many ftekis of scientifIC research including medical science. geophysics.
engineering. image analysis. nuid lwbulence and financial analysis.

Laser-based V I _ n
This is a new non-destrueuvc damage estimation IeC'hnique. In this method a User

Doppler Vibrometer is used 10 measure the 5UUCtural velocities and a single piezocmnic
actuator is bonded to the structure to excite the system over a high.rnquency bandwidth.
The non-contaetinSluer can be auromalCd to scan lup

ift&S

quickly and accUJ'lltly and

"
it can operate at frequencies up to 100 kHz.. which allows the IeChrtiquc: 10 ~ smaller
defects. This method has some advantap: (i) it is a non-<:ontaeting procedure to dectct

cracks in SbUCt\IreS; (ii) il un be used 10 detect cracks oyer large areas: and (iii) also il

can be operaltd over alarF-frequency bmdwickh.

One of the best numerical methods to solve the variables that govem the design. analysis
and assessment of structural integrity of any enJineering problem is finite clement
method. This method was first introduced in the 19505 and since then il has been

coolinuaJly developed and improved for solving complex structural problems. Now it is
an extremely sophisticated method and many resean:hcrs are using this method for

different purposes.
The basic principle of this method is. a ptcc:ewise appmimation of the solution domain
H

in which the appI'Ollimatinl function • is fonned by connectinl • number of simp~

functions.. each defined over a small rqjon" (Cook et al 1989). Each small region is

c:alled a finite element: a finite element is defined as
function. is interpolaled from nodal valijeS

at

of.

M. region in

~

in which the

on the boundary of the region" (Cook et

1989). The whole structure is composed by assembling these elements and analysis is

carried out for the entire SUUClW'e. The main feanues of this method are. diSCRtizar.ion of
the whok: domain and approximation of the solution using the solution of the nodal

values on die clement boundary. The nodes are defined as poinlS in the suucturt: over

which clements ate assumed 10 be inccn:onnected.

..
This method gives an approll.imale solution. Its accuracy dqlen4s

noI

only on the

inlt:l'pOlation. function but also on the reliable imp&ementation of the algorithms in the
compuIer software such

IS

cornd tlUllnenI of

the pracribed loading and boundIry

conditions. the choice of proper elemcnt type and fineness of the meshes of the stnJc:tln.
More than one hundred diffemll finite ekments are avllilab&e for the solution of different

kinds of prob&ems. The choice of elemenl type depends on what kinds of problems are to
be analyzed and how much of accuracy is needed. The enpneer tries to pmliet the

dimensionality (one, two or three dimensions) required for the model for proper analysis.

The choice of proper dimensionality reduces the cffon needed in solving the problem. In
order 10 achieve a very good solution with accuracy. the engineer should choose lIle best

combination of the element and mesh refinement.

Z.9 Crad< A....y. In OIfsboft Slructur<s usia& FIaite _

Metbod

OffshoR: steel stnaeture:s are fabrialed by connecting one tubular member to ocher tubular
using welding procedures. Due to severe
crack nonnally develops at the wekltoe

streSS
0( the

concentration and local triaxial sttesses.
chord. For an

accurale

analysis of stress

and dd0nna6on f.elds near the wckltoe. finite cic:mtnl method is utilized as the mosl:

powerful numerical method. Many engitlCCt$ !\ave lISed this method for the detection of

cracks in a SUUC1UJ'C. Lie et aI (20(0) used this method for modelling an arbicnry throughthickness crack in a tubular T .joirM based on detailed aeomelrical modelling and analysis.

They defined the aw:k swface through which CTlICk grows IS well IS the crack mouth

parvneten and catried out their,eometric analyses.

In order to determine the accuracy of

the model and the conv~ of results, they used finilC: e5ernent results.

Wang et aI (1997) carried out a non-linear finilC: element analysis on T, K, and TK tubular
joints, subjected 10 axial brace loads by using the ABAQUS general purpose FE package.
They proposed a

damaF

crileria in !he paper 10

JRdict !he

macrocnck initiation for

IUbular joints_ They obtained the biaxial stress distributions Jnd equivalent plastic smins

near weld

toes

in the chord wound !he brace from finile elemenl analysis results.

Bownel$ and Lee (l994) employed the finile eKment method to make numerical
investigations into crack cutValure influence. They used three-dimensional solid finite
elements to prepare the model of the doubly CutVed semi-elliptical weld lot crack in a
tubularjoinL

Modelling of a ClKk using efficient elements is an important part of the analysis of a
cracked strue:ture. Many researchers have used different kinds of elements in finite
element analysis of a cracked body. Some of these elements are: (i) 3D solid; (ii)
shelVplale: (iii) line spring and (iv) quarter point crack tip elements. A sOOn description
0( these

elements are given below:

~

Tetrahedral and hexahedraJ families of elements are considered as 3-0

elements. Tetrahedral elements can be 4-nodcd, 6-noded, IG-noded and lS·noded and
hexahcdnJ elements can be 8·noded, 2O-noded. and 32·nocIed. In case of isopanmetric
formulation. lS-noded IeU'ahedraI elements (wedJe) and 2O-noded hexahedraJ eJemenu
(brick) are used.. 'Thra:-dimensional quadrajc soI.~ ~ c elements (20-noded

brick) are normally used along with lS-noded

lubular joint. This

e~

wcdce

elements to model the aacked

1i\1C5 more a:::curMe rautts of Sb'eS5 and displac:emml fields

near the crack region. In scee! tubular joinrs. the klcal stIaI concencration affects only the

suesses near the surface of the

lUbes where SU'aleS deviate from

the thin shell Iheory by

about 20% of !he plate value (Burdekin 198.5). Suas information can be predicted
accurately along the thickness of the shell by using this element. Bowness and Lee (1994)
used this elemenl to model a doubly-eutVed

semi~lIipticai

weLd loe crack in a IUbular

joint. 'They used twenty·noded brick elemeftts and fiftee:n·noded wedF elements (at
geometrically cornp6ex rqions) for the modelling

0( the

cnck.. The advantages of these

elements art that the results can also be acquired a1on. the thkkness direction. But uses
of these elements. in SU\lC1ura1 modelling. are too expensive: in addition they also need
more computaaional time and also more memory space in Ihe computer.
Line Sprip't:""'t: The basic concept of the line spring element was first proposed by
Rice and Levy (1972). This element is actually. series of one-dimensional finite
elements (ABAQUS 1999). h is used only for the analysis of part-throup cracks in pbIes
and shells. When line sprina elements are placed along the pan--througb crack.. it will
allow the local flexibility 0( one side of the flaw to be comput:ed with TeSpect to the other.
Many engineers used the line spring elements for preparing model of a surface aack in
the SUUCture. Parks et aI (l98I) 'l5ed Utis model to detmnine the J.intepl and crack tip
opening displacement of some surface cracks in places and shells. Wan. and Hu (2000)
used line spring elements in conjunction with the Sih and Hagendorf shell theory (Sih and

4l

Hagendorf 1977) to derive the BOvmUng

tquaDOftS

of the spherical shell with semi-

elliptical internal or atemal surface crac:k.

The ob;ective of the line spring element is. to develop an a11em* method of modelling
the crack in a two-dimensional body with pan ttuougtl mc:ks inscead of the complete )-0

analysis of a surfEr: cracked componcnllt is a computationally very inexpensive tool for
the analysis of a pan ltIrouzh crack in plates and shells.

Ouartsr poIpt , . .It Up

"'1:

Henshell and SluIw (191S) first introduced "quarter

point" crack tip elements. This clement is actually an 8·noded quadrilateral isoparametric
shell element In order (0 obtain

"*

singularicy requiml for elastic fracture mechanics

analysis. the mid-nodes of these dements ate moved to the quarter point near the crack

tip. Mathematically the crack opening displacement is a function of the square root of the
distance 10 the tip and this clement successfully simulates this behavior. Till date this

clement !las been used as the standard dement for the -.lysis 0(
5ttUct\Ut$

throop

cracks in

usinC finite c'ernmt and boundary clement procedura. In lillal' elastic frxture

mechanics applications stress sinpliarilY (infinite stress) is quarltirlCd by the stress

intensity factor which is a lTIlKhematicaJ measure of the

raIe at

which the

stress

goes to

infinity. But this type clsment has some disadvan. . . This dement only produces

reasonably accuracy for opening mode

<K.)

stm.s intensity factors but ilS use for

predicting mode two (Ku- sliding mode) and mode three (KUl- tWisting mode) have been
rather unsuccessful.

Most rea.I struetuRS such as offshore tOWCB, various kinds of bridFs. high rise buildinp.
etc. have a very I. . number of depft:s of freedom.. In onierto design and analyze tbtse

types of Ib'UC1UreS more compuulional effon and resources

Ire

n:qu.ired. During recenc

yean. enormous devcJopmenu in finite dement analysis and computer techniques have
taken place and raeatl:hen have been ab6e to oven:ome these diffICUlties. Finite element

analysis of IarF structures need a very fast computer with a very la:rze memory Storage.

When a structure is very I••• an economical and almost aceutate analysis. using finite
element method. can be achieved only if it is broken down into

pans: each pan is

analyzed separately and the results combined in a way that it satisflCS the equilibrium.
compatibility. and boundary conditions. This is done by using the substructuring
technique (Pm:rtUeniecki 1%8). In this technique. the entire structure is divided into.
number of small pans. and each subdivided partls called a substructure: the approach of
partitioning of the whole structure into
substructuJe. and

smaI~

substructures is called the method of

proca.s of analyzing a larae finite elcmenc model as a collection of

cornp:Jnent finile ekmcnl models is called subsuucturina. The subsuucwres arc
connected to each other by the connectivity nodes on lheir common interfaces and the
defonnationlsaa.s of each subslnJctun: can be expressed in IeI'mS of those values of their

boundary nodes. A complete SUUChft with three major subsuuctures P. N, and Q are
shown in Figure 2..5. If the stiffness matrill of each subsuuctute is determined, the

subsuueture can be tteaICd as a complell element The

&Iobal

matrix for the entire

.,
~=::ntinthe1-_~~_-+_--1

""""""'"
=~=thde',(;,~------''¥------'';
of freedom c

(a) Enlire strueturt

(b) S""","""" N

lnlel'facc: (e) nodes

Figure 2.5 <al Entire structure and substructuru: and (b) Typical inlerior and
interface nodes of substructure N (McGuire and Gallapr 1979).
SU\lClure is delennined by using wbsUucture boundary degrees of freedom. Once the

displacements of substJucrure boundary nodes are known, the displacements of the
incerior nodes of each subswl;nue em be determined using the known displacements of

the subsuucture·boundary nodes. In substructuring teehrUque. ctoballevel responses .e

only available at the sutlstructlft-boundaries. But each

~

can show

local responses either at the element level (stras. scnin. etc.) «

dc:lai~

nocbI Ie~l

(displacement. vekxity. ac:celention. ete:.). One important term essential to explain

wbsuucturing tcdlnique clearty is caned as superelemtnt. Supcrelement is acollec1iOll of
standard elements wh.ich is used to represent a part or substructure of a large complex

structure. The superelemem is defined by the: behavior of the boundary nodes and it can
be used in the struetW'tlsu~ like any other finite element. In essence. the

superelemenl represents a substructure and a number of superelemenlS will be used in
modelling a large slnJCture. SubsCNcturing technique can be used 10 solve both stalic and
dynamic problems.

stalk sah!IntsbuiM· The static responses of. superelemenl due 10 any static "*i ~
determined using the following equilibrium equation.

(Kllu! = IPI

(2.13)

where [K) is the stiffness matrix. lui is the degrees of frttdom vector for the
superelement and {PI is the fem: vector. To perform static condensation. depees of

freedom lui are divided into two parts such as retained degrees of freedom (1.1,) and

eliminated degrees of fteedom

(~);

partitions are made on the stiffness matrix and force

vector. Finally equilibrium equation for the retained depees or freedom are written as,

[l<.1I",1=IP,1

(2.14)

whett [K,.) is the reduced or condensed stiffness matrix and
YCl:tOI'. are eue:tly equivalent

(0

[P,J

is the reduced force

[Kl Iftd [PJ but the dimension of [K,) manix is much

much smoaner than [Kl: it depends on the mained depees of freedom of the uscmbIaF
of SlIperelements. The advantageS of static condensation are ttw the invcmon of the
stiffness macrix is easy to perfonn due 10 the ~ order condensed matrix. Actually in
the finile element analysis, larre memory

space (in

CPU) is l'Cquired £01" the inversion of

stiffness malriccs; in addition it also requires more CPU time. In the substrueturing

technique. global stiffness matrix (of retained degrees-of-freedom) and sl.Ibstruetwe
stiffness matrices (of retained degrecloOt-freedom) will be small due 10 the division of the
StJUCtute

into smaller pans: il also consumes less lime 10 carry out mauix analysis of

strUCture. In this case.

response of a

~lemcnl

is entirely linear. 1be compk1t theoJy

related to static substructuring is given in the neAt chapter.

Dype!Ik SyIptbwtw1g. The dynamic behavior of large complex stJUCt.UI'eS is JKlC easy
10 analyze using conventional finice clement methods and are costly. Many raearchers

have tried to overcome this diffICulty by using subsuucturing techniques. This method
will give efficient and accUraIe results for the nodal quantities such as displacements or

accekRlions wit!'Klul excessively taxing the resources of the computer system. But lhere
are some drawbacks to this method. It can give information easily at the boundary nodes.
Sometimes some information is required based on ekment stresses or element forces
located on the inlCrior of the substructure (or superetement). In that case. all nodal dala
for the full. unreduced suucture at each time in1cTVaI ue

sa~ed;

then a second analysis is

..
carried

ow co m:ovcr the elemcnt level information in

the imerior of the su~_ In

some cases it will be very difficult or irnpouible to store all the infomw.ion in the host
computer; to solve II 1-. problem one may require

few days of CPU time. During recent

years. researchers have developed new methods to overcome this probkm. Johal (2000)
has developed an efficient method for tranSient data recovery from larze degrees-of-

freedom (OOF) FE mockls. In his method 10 recover the displacements of the internal
poinu of the substructure. for each time step. from the lJ'IfIStent analysis. one needs 10 use
only the acc:ekration and velocity of the boundary degrees of freedom with respect to
generalized modal coontil\lle$.. Then element forces Iftd stresses can be calculated by
using the

availab~

transformation mmix (between them).

He developed his method

based on UAVNasttan compder pKkaae md Cn.il-Bampc:on methodology and compared
the time saving achieved.

If the boundary degrees of freedom are larae. then the application of substrueturing

technique in dynamic problem is also complic:aICd. To ovemxne this diffICulty. Braluni eI
aI (I99S) suJ,lCSlCd. a method to reduce the junction desrees of fR:Cdorn before uscmbly

in dynamic substnx:turing. They used

II

modal projeC'tion proceduJe. on the basis of

conectly chosen Ritz vectors. which reduced die boundary depcs of freedom. They

were able co reduce 3144 DOF (degrees.-of-fiU'dom) of II

fjnjte

clement model to 100

OOF. while calculating the first 20 eigenmodes of the complete structure with good

precision.

By m:iucing mass matrices with the same transformation thai are used in stiffness
matrices. dynamic represcnwion of the superelement is carried out. In this cast. it is
assumed that the responses between the eliminated and retained degrees of freedom are

correctly represented by the static modes only. It may not be COC'TCCt if any inertia effects
are important within the supertlement. In that case. SWic modes are not enough to allow
for this inertia m,ponse. To improve the dynamic: represenration of the superelemcnt

accurately. most of the software (ABAQUS. ANSYS. etc.) using finite dement
procedures have used Guyan reducti<ln and rcsuaincd mode addition method. In Guyan
reduction method. some additional decrees of fTttdom. which are not required to connect
the superelernent. are moved 10 the retained degrees of freedom. These addilional degrees
of flttdom are some of the eliminated depees of freedom. Guyan reduction can give

accurate results if inertial effects within the superelement are small. Rc:stn.incd mode
addition method has overwmc this restriction of the Guyan reduction method. In

Restrained mode addition method, dynamic represenwion of the supcn:lement is
improved by addina some gcnm.Iiz.cd degrees of freedom associated with the natural
modes of the substrucIure. The simpkst approach to do this is to

eJ;1fX(

some

eiJenmodc:s from the subsuuc1:1R with all of the ptlysjcal retained degrees of freedom

.,.,...,,;""'-

SUbsUUCturing ttchnique is used in Ihis thesis while analyzing a luge fr.uncd structure.
Some of the advantages of this technique are: (i) System nwries such as stiffness
mauicc:s. mass matrices and damping maIrices .e small due to the division of the entire

'"
SU\.ICtUrt

into small c~ts; (ii) When a part of the entire scructurC is required 10 be

mnodeUed. the matrices of other pIIU

be: used seven! times within a

kinds of nonIinearitic:s

~

~

retained

IS

before; (iii) Same subsuucture can

larJe suucwre to develop .. efficient design; (iv)

pracnt within the model. the

iterab~

If any

10 solve these

nonlinearities can be easily achieved due to the reduced number of dep'ees of freeOOm:
and (v) A large problem can be .wyzed by sevenl groups of enginem with each

group

handling only one pan or c:omponenc of the whole $lJ'UC1~.

2.11 Summary
In carrying out the Iiu:rature survey related to the stress analysis of cracked structures the
following topics have been considered viz.• (i) Methods available 10 detect and identify
cracks in 5lee1 jacket offshore platforms; (ii) Unear elastic: ff'll;ture meclwtics principles:
(iii) Developments in finite element modelling of • aack: (iv) Application of finilC
e~

analysis; and (v) SllbstNcturing technique and its applicalion to analysis of J-ae

suuctures. Despite

lhe numerous devdopmcnts in cnc:k dettttion and identificalion for

off$hoft SUUCtUteS. very few Sludies have reponed (in public domain) on the
idmIiftcation of cracked regions from the measurements and subsequent analysis of d:ILa
obtained from a few points over the whole SUUCtUl'C. Consequcnlly an investigation

concerning the suess·strain condition of the entire structure due

10

a crack. present .. a

critical region of welded joints. is carried out in this study. The following chapcen; will

give an outline of the studies that were carritd out in this direction and the mults

obtained in the process.

Cbapter3
Theoretical Background
3.1 Genel'lll
GenttllIy offshore steel jacket struCtures use hollow tubular members for fabricating the
slrUcturaJ frame.

SlteSS

analysis of these types of strue:tures are carried out through finite

element procedwes using shell and beam elements since it can account for any arbitrary
geomelt)'.loading and variation in material properties.
The basic concept of finite element procedures is that the entire body is divided into

smaller elements of finite dimensions called 'finite element'; the original body is then

considered as an assemblage of these elements, which are connected by a finite number of
joints called 'nodes' so that continuity can be maintained between adjacml elements. To

ensure the continuity of displacement at each node, the equations of equilibrium for the
entire body are oblained by combining the equilibrium equations obtained for each
element. The most widely used formulation technique is the dispacemenl method. In this
method. variatioa of displacements within the elements is considered as a simple power
series (polynomial functions) for computing the e'ement stiffness matnll and the
corresponding loads for each node in local co-ordinate system. The individual clement

stiffness matrix and load vector are then transformed from their respective local

~

ordinate systems to globaj co-ordinate systems through transfonnation matrices. Global
stiffness matrix for the entire strUCtUre is assembled by superposinS the individual

"

"
clement stiffness maaices. After solving the equilibrium equation for displacements of
the entire SU\ICt1II"C, one can obtain the structural displacements and member foo:es.

Snell elements used in the analysis art: normally c1assiflCd either as thin shell

01'

thick

snell elements. If the thickness of the shell is small, compared 10 the radius of curvature
of the mid surface. then the wIJ is considered to be a geometrically thin shell and if the

transvtf'Se shear forces per unit length

art:

so small that their contributions

art:

insignirlcant. then the shell is considered • • stnIClurally thin shell. Most of the theories
related 10 thin shell art: based on Kirchhoff·Love assumpcion. Acc:ording to this

assumption. "When a shell deforms. its mid surface stretches and bends, and

'norma)' 10

the mid sunate remains petpe:ndicular aficT defonnalion and also Sl~5 component

normal to the shell mid-surface is disregarded", Some shell elements are fonnulated
based on Reissner-Mindlin theory. In Reissner·Mjndlin theory. shear flexibility is

consideTed and in this case nonnaI at the bonom surface and top surface of the shell may
not lie in a smighl line after deformation (Hint:on and Owen 1984).

The degenerate isoparameuic shell clements. oriJinally introduced by Ahmad et al
(1970).

-e

the p:neraJly accepc:d formulation used for characterizing shell elements.

Basically these elements art: derived from tIme-dimensional elements by the

degeneration concept and ttme dimensional suess and stnJin conditions are deFJlCr.lted
10

give shell betlavior. Ahmed et aI (1970) avoided the Kirchhoff-Love assumption and

incorporated the effctt of shear def'onnation for the linear analysis of modmrely thick
shell elements by employinl independem rotaIionaI Md di.splacement cIl:pees of

"
freedom. In these derneJlts. five degrees of freedom (three displacements and two

rotational degrees of freedom) are specifted. each nodal point: l"CUtions al the node an:
not tied to the dope of mid-surfEe. After developing these ekmenu researcllers

~

able 10 analyze any arbitrary shape of shell suuct\II'e$. But some diffICUlties wm:

encoun5emt when thickness of the element was reduced.. 'TheIe diffICUlties arose due to
the pruence of the shear·f«king phenomenon. lnves&ipron found out thai: the assumed

displacement functions imposed 1-. amounts of shear strain in the development of

simple bending deformation. This phenomenon has been rermat by many researchers as
'shear locking' (Dohenyet al 1969 and Zienkiewicz ct aI 1971). They found out that by

assessing the shear smun energy in the element considering a reduced integration

technique (lower order integration procedure - 2X2), element performance could be
greatly improved. This concept was observed to be acceptable up to moderately lhin or

thick shells. However. for very thin shellslhese results once apin exhibited shear.locking
phenomena and produced the prob&em of rank. defx:icncy of the stiffness malrill. To
overcome these diffICUlties. HugMs et aI (1978) developed the selective inlegralion
ttd'Iniqur. In this t.ecllniquc. m:Iuccd inttgnUOIl rule is used to evalua&e the stiffness

mau1l1. associaled with

me shear SUllin

enefIY and full inlCpaUon

is used for

the

remaining terms in an Ilttmpt to main the mJUircd rank of the overa.ll stiffness matrix.

Since the joint geometry of offshore steel stnIClures is quite compKll in comparison 10
OCher structures. the development of degenerale isoparamctric: elements and djfferent

types of intc:gmion teChniques have reduced the complexity involved in the solution of

such types of structures. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 give some details of elements used

In

such

Investigation.

~

t:=V

~

~

Figure 3.1: Three dimensional hexahedral elements of parabolic and cubic types
(Ahmad et al 1970).
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Figure 3.2: (a) and (b) Quadratic solid three-dimensional elements: and (c) The
corresponding eight·noded degenerate shell elements (Nwosu 1993).

"
The following co-crdinale systems have been used to describe the general charaaeristics

of the: dccenerate arved shell elements used in the present study.
I. Global t»Otdirwe syllelll.
2. Nodal co-ordinale system.
3. Curvilinear co-ordinate systtm.
4. Local co-ordinate system.

GkIbeI ~ ~: This is the reference Canesian co-ordinalt system for
individual elements. and the complete model. to which all other co-ordinate s)'Slems om

referred. It can be chosen freely. in relation 10 which the geomeuy of the SlrUCIure is
defined in space. Nodal co-on1inales and displac:clTll:l1u. as well as Jloba1 stiffness matrix

and applied force veclor, are referred 10 this ')'Item. This c(Klrt\inalt system can be

represented either by X; (x,. Xl. x,> or X. y,l. where ll. = Xl. Y= y. and z = Zl.

NedaI Co-erdiak S)'Sta&: Each nodal point at the refemJCe surface (mid surface of the:
shell clement) is defined by this co-ontinate system. It is a right-banded Cancsian C1>

ordinate system and me origin of this system is IocaIed at the "" node on the mid surface.
It is convenient to consuuct this co-ordinale system by vector represenwion. The vector
V}i at nodal poinl 'j' rqnsents the direction aI that node which is not necessarily

perpendicular to the mid surface

aI

lop8nd bonom surfaces II node i.

i. It is consuucted from the nodal co-ordinaleS of the

Y)i = ...- ....~, where ... = [Xi y, zolT, The vcaorV Ii is

50

rc1alcd to the vector VJj and global co-ordinate system. It is perpendicular to Vli and
p1laUC11O global u-planeand is written as. Vii = ia Vli• where I is the unit vector along
the gklbal x.cJirection. The vector V 2i is perpendicular to both veeton VJj and Vii i.e.. the

plane defined by these vecron and is wriucn as. Vli .. V)i e Vii. The advaanage of
COClSidcringlhis definition for VJj vector (tlOl: perpendia11. to the shell mid swface) is

that. no pps an: formed alonS the elemtnt boundaries.

CarvUt.ar co-erdlaa&e syskIn: A local non-onhogonal coonlinale system is used 10
define the curved shell element. The nowions used in this co-ordinace system. are usually
~

'l.

and~. The

nocation ~ and 11 are the twO curvilinear co-ordinates in the mid plane of

the shell and ~ is a linear co-ordinate in the thickness direction and assumed
approllimately perpendicular to the shell mid surface. In these co-ordinales, element sides

are defined by ~ .. fl. '1 = tl and ~ = ±t on their respective faces of the element.
LecaiI co-ordiMk.,....: This is a Cartesian co-ordinale s)'SlCm defined at the sampling
points of each individual element of the compktc structure whemn stress and strain are
to be calculated.. Since the elements are in generaJ diffcmlUy oriented within the

struCture. this co-ordinale sysccm willllSUally be differently oriented from one e~mmt to
next. In this co-on:tinate sysCtm.
constant and

rI

J()

is considcmt as perpmdicular to the surface

~

=

is chosen tangential to the ~-direction at the sampling points. In

ABAQUS finite element software. the default local

r I dim:tion is the projection of the

global x-axis onto the surface. The x' 2 c:o-onIinaae is represented by 1he cross product of
thcdirec1ionx' l ands,',.

"
(.)

r ,.

t='o-«din"""lem
"

Nodal coordinate system at node i
(b)

Local co-ordinaIC system

Fiaure 3.3: Co-onlinate system: <a> Nodal and curvilinear systems: aDd (b) Local
system of axes.

"
If the shell curvalUtt and thicknc:u varies within the dement. this co-ordinare system also

varies

akin. the thM:knes$ for any normal with this variation. Global co-ordinau: system is

obtained from this co-ordinate system by providing directional cosine nwrill of

transformation sysleJTL Dim:tional cosine matrix is defined by. 18) = [VI,

'0'2. Vj).

w"ere

graphical representllion of these four co-ordinate systemS is Jiven in Figure 3.3.

3.3 Element Gen-uy DeIInlllon
In finite element analysis. the element geometry is usually defined by the global coonIinalCS. using the pairs of poinu on the lop and bottom ,w1ace at each node. It can also
be defined in other ways by considering mid surface of the element. In this case. mid

surfaw;c nodal co-ordinaJa and conaponding direction of thkkneu are required to define
the geometry of dement. For the isoparamenic: formulation.. to obtain the co.ordinace of a

point within the

e~l.

the elcmmt shape functions are applied to the nodal Cl>

ordinares.1llc gJobaI co-ordinaleS of any point within the element are wrinen as.

or alternatively, considerinl the nodal co-onlinate: of lhe mid surface and the directional
thickness hi,

(3.3.2)

where

~

."

t; are the curvilinear co-onlinaleS of the point under considention, 'n' is the

number of nodes per element and Nl (ixl,n) are the e~t shape functions of the surface

<= constant (Biven in Appendix) . The tmn hi. m), and nli represent the directional
cosines of the vector V]l nonnaIlO the mid-surface and of length equal 10 the thickness of
the shell, and are calculated by the following expression, viz.•

= .. I
lX~-X-ll/

V~ .. :~ ~_
~~

:~ It,

~-

(3.3.3)

~

The subscripu lop and bottom in equation (3.3.3) represenC the lop and bottom surfaces of

tne shell element, respectively.
Eight-noded isoparametric shell elements were used in the ~nc scudy for the whok

finite element fonnulation. To usc these elemenu. advantap of usi"l geomeaic
inteTpOlllion functions to be similar 10 the displacemem shape functions. were laktn iNO
considention. The eiJflt-noded (serendipity) tcCUngular parent elemenl and its
isoparametric coumerpat are shown in Figure 3.4.

60
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(a) Rectangular Parent

~
4

',:J
:

<

'

I

Lx

(b ) Isoparametric Counterpart

Figure 3.4: Nodal configuration of the quadratic shell elements: (a) rectangular
parent: and (b) isoparameuic counceTplrt.

3A DispIKemeoI FIeld
By appIyin& the cwo shell assumpejoos rnenci<wled in secti«l 3.1 in the degeneration

pnxcss, the displacement field within the element is described by using five depees of
freedom. In these five degrees of freedom. ChR:e degrees of freedom

~

related 10 the

displacement of the mid-point of the 'normal' and the other two desrees of freedom are
related to the two rotations of the nodal vector V]j about

0fth0t0naI directions normal to

it. In this case, roc.ational depus of freedom ate completely independent. For small

"
rotations. linear relaiionstUp are developed between the angle of rotatioo and shell

lhickness and can be rclared as 5howJl in Figure 3.5.

undeformc:d normal II node
'i'

deformed position

of ... norma1
z'.l;.

h;

Xi

mid

Figutt: 3.S: Displacemenc of a point on the "normal" at node i .

•'.,(h;I2)0;

(3.3.4)

"='(h;I2)ll.

(3.3.5)

where u' is a displacement in the vec10r Vii direction and v' is a displacement in the

negative

v::;

direction. Here VII'

v:.

and V" are considered as unit vectors in the direction

arv l ;, V!j and V31• The conesponding displacemem components are wrinen

IS.

(3.3.6)

If the vector

i\, and vec:tor

v:,

(of unit magnitude) rqm:sent the two such onhogonal

direction with corresponding (scalar) rotations 0; and

Pi. then displacement field can be

written as.

(3.3.7)

where unit v«:tor matrix can be written in terms of directional cosines as.

(3.3.8)

The equation (3.3.7) can be written more explicitly as.

(3.3.9)

"
where

u.

aeneraJ

y and w are the

lhc: directiOl'l of globa!ucs. Ui.

Vi

displacements It any point within die: shell element in
lAd Wi are die lhft:e Cartesian «WnpOnC1lts of the nodal

displacements and a; and ~ ani the rwo rotations of the nodal vector Vli.

The equation (33.9) can be expressed IS

N,

IlO
0

0 0
N,

0

0
N,

N,t;t'l< -N,t;f':.

N;{t
N"t

mh

llh

",

-N1{t m:,

w,

-N,t;f"::.;

a,
p,

=

,.. I IN;! 1&1

(3.3.10)

(3.3.11)

For the complete element it is defined as.

1.1 = [N]15j

where luI

= (u. v, WIT, N • £N.....Ni •... N.] is

13.3.12)

die shape function matrix of the

degenerate element. and 15)EI6h .•... &.....s..IT is the vector of the element nodal
variables.

3.5 DeIIaltioa 01 StnoiDs lIIld Stresses
According 10 the sec:ond ISSl.lD1ption (l( the shell lheory. nonnaJ suess along the z'

direction is considered as zero. This assumption !\as aeaIed a scope 10 define ~smUn

relationships in tenns of the local system of axes X'I

w~ ",'3

= z' is perpendicular to the

;'Il.plane. In order to help in the analysis and design of a shell. the local s)'Item of axes is
also the most convenienllystem for expressing the StreSS components and their resultants.

In this case. five significani strain components are expressed in terms of the local axes x'.
y' andz' as.

<..

..'.

a;;
'

ay'

c= r....·

all'

cW'

..'

ilw'

= ay'+a;;

Y..,

a?" + a;;-

ri"

..' ilw'
p+~

where u·. v' and w' are the displacement components in the local I.',

(3.4.1)

rand r: axes.

rapcctively. The strain in the t' direction is neskcted 10 maintain the consiscency with
the shell assumption. These local derivatives are related 10 the global derivatives in the

following manner, viz..

"
iJo<' iW'

a7a7
iJo<' iW'

(3.4.2)

~~
iJo<' iW'

aiai
where u. v and w are the displacement componenlS of a poinl in the global system of
axes and (8) is the directional cosine matrix. The derivatives of displacements with

respect to the curvilinear co-ontina&es by die foUowi"l relationship.

a. iW
a; a;
a. iW

~~

a. iW
a; a;

iW

iW ilw
..

ayay

ilw

3.13.1

(3.4.3)

ilw

3{3{

where (J I is the Jacobi.. matrix. and it is apressed aI.,

a. a" a:
~ ~ ~

IJI:

a, iIy a:
3.1 3.1 3.1
a, !l. a:
3{

a,

3{

(3.4.4)

.
The strain mauiA

fB1 relating the strain components in

the local system to the elc:ment

1<" : 1B116)
where

lB1

is a matrix with five

rows and

(3.4.5)
number of column equal to the number of

clemenl nodal variables.

Substitution of equation (3.4.3) inlo equation (3.4.2))ellds to.

(3.4.6)

To determine the inverse of the Jacobian matrix, some mathematical operations are
required. 1be Jacobian matrix can be expressed in tmns of three vecton as (Nwosu
1993).

O.4.7}

Then. the invcne of the JKObiIll rnauiJl can be written as,
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(3.4.8)

"-III.."....,.,... _

...'of ... ,"""'.. _[1).

From equation (3.4.6), considering

one can express (A] by

(3.4.9)

Equation (3.4.9) can be expressed in the special fonn of A as

(Al-

0]

A" A"
A:l A:: 0
[ o 0 A,J

(3.4.10)

where all components 01 (AI mauU. depend on the vecton and the claemUnani of the
Jacobian mauix of equIljon (3.4.9). The stressts corrapondina:

10

these strains are

defined as.

(a'} ...

--,.. ""[01 -Eo')
f'~.,.

1';:
1','1'

E'

(3.4.11)

.
where (cr"J is the local stress component vector and [D1 is the elasticity matrix (SXS).
The [D1 matrix depends on lhe

~

properties suth as YOUIlg's modulus of elasticity

(E) and Poisson's ratio (v). Sometimes shear deformabOfl corm:tion factor (IC' is also

included in addition 10 the above praramden. This COl'TCCtion factor is consideTed for the
analysis of thick shell section. Moll of the offshore tubular joints are constructed with

members whose thickness 10 diameter ratio is very small and consequently shear
deformation is small in comparison to defonnalion due to bending. But some SU\lCtures
such as pressure vessel, boiler. etc., require greater thickness to diameter mio and
analysis is performed considering thick shell StnlC'IUres. In that case shear defomwions
have to be considered. During the fonnulalion of displacements of the nodal variab6ei it is
considered thai the shear distribution through the thickness is approximately conSWlI. But
aewally its distribution

thf'OUlh the thickness is appro"imaely parabolic.

For this reason

this COlTeCtion faetor{lC) is taken as 1.2. to improve tht sheardefonnation approximation.

The (IY) matrix is defined considering all aCthe above ~ as.

I v
v

[0']=

I_~:

I

0 0

o

0

o

0

I-v

(3.4.12)

,-v
2K

O~
2K

In order 10 calcWlle the ekmmt property matrices such as stiffnes.s matrix. the: intezrals

over the volume of the ekment

Ire

necessary. The rorm or this type is generally written

(3.5.1)

where the matrix (SJ is a function of the co-ordinalCS. It is equal 10.

(3.5.2)

[SJ=[Bl'!D][BI

where [OJ is the elasticity matrix and [BJ matrix relates strains to the nodal parameters in
the ronn !EI=[B1l61' .

The numerical integration of equaQon (3.5.1) would be scraightrOfWard ir the matrix IS]
and the infinitesimal volume dxdyd;. ~ expressed in Ierms of the curvilinear co-ord.inaaa

system. In order 10 do this one needs some tmlSfOC'mlbon operations. In the previous

section all traftSformllions rela&ed to curvilinear to

JlobaI

and then

&JobaI

10 local Ire

shown. The infinitesimal volume is written in terms of curvilinear co-ord.inates as..

(B.3)

The strain vector-equation (3.4..5) ar{J.4.ll) can also be wriaen as.

(3..5.4)

The local displacement vceton arc transferml to the global displac:ement vectors by the

fotlowing expression. viz.•

(3.5.5)

Expanding this equation usina equations (3.3.7) and (3.4.10).

(3.5.6)

where i denotes the nodal number of an eiement. and [Bi] and

lCtJ

maoices are
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BI 0

o
(8,)= B:

o
o

0

B: 0
81 0
0 BI

0

B:

:

IC'J'I~

C,

o

o
o
o

(3.S.7)

o
C, 0

(3.5.8)

After minimizina the wain energy or the element domain with respect 10 nodaJ

displacel1'lellt parameterS. the stiffness matrix is obtained as.

0.S.9)

By superposing these local stiffness marrices of the elements. llobal stiffness matrix is
assembled ror the: enti~ Str\Jl:tun:.

n

3.7 enid< ADaJysls . . . .

EiIbt-Noded

QuodrlJa...... SbeU _

witb Mid-Side Node 01 Two Sides COlIlaiDIDItho enid< sbIfted 10 tho

Quarter PoiDt
l.7.IGeMnl
The critical point in the design of any stI\Il:lUte is dependent on the ability 10 pmtict the
failure of its most critical Componcnl Numerous incidences hive oa:urrcd where failures
lOOk.

place at stresses lower than desiJII

streSSeS.

For this reuon. the precise evaluation of

safety and strength of the sbUcture ate important tasks for
developed in the
this

StresS

SlnICIUJe. SU'eS5eS

researc~.

When a crack is

are concentrated near the crack tip region. To predict

concentration precisely. special care should be taken. Many researcheTs have

used different methods to analyze stress-strain characteristics near the crack tip accurately
and to predict the variation of stresses and smins. Williams (1961) showed thai. the
strt'SSCS display

singularities as inverse square I'0OI of the distana: from the crack tip. for a

cracked pLue in bmdinl. Banown (1976) used. quarter point node on two sides of the
crack tip ekments to achieve the stress-stnin singularity in the qu.a«htic isoparametric
elements. lie also used the same

cnncepc: to attain INt sinl'lIarity in the

degeneBlt 20-

noded solid elements. In this study it was observed thai lhe substJUcture concqK of

modelling the st:ruc:ture was

not compatible

with the line spring elements (disc:uucd

carlier in section 2.9) to model the growth of surface cracks through the thickness of the
structure. Hence the crack had to be modelled as a through-lh.ickness crack.

Consequently, Barsown's concepl was used to discretize the model of the crack at the
junction of the tnce and chord member. The theory tclalcd to INt singularity in sttases

n

and strains within tM dement is given in the lieU section.

3 . 7 . 2 " ' - ., ... T".., _

SIoaalorItl' .. QoM_

,--sw_r_
The elemmt stiffness matrix formubrion for the quadribler&l iJop;nmetric: shell
elements has been shown in the previous section 3.4: in Mldition it llso shows ltlc: strain-

displacement and stress·strain relationsNps. From equation (3.4.'> of section 3.4 it is seen
that local SU'llins are relued to local nodal displacements by

[81

matrix. The strain

singularity is achieved by making [B1 matril( to be singular. In the same section 3.4 it has
also been shown that deriv.ives of global displacements are transformed 10 the

derivatives of local displ8Cements by using the lRnsfonnation matrix (8J. But this

transformation matrix is • non-singular matrix. However. the derivatives of the global
displacement matrix can be made singular by requirinl thai the Jacobian matrix (1) be

singular at the crack tip or by making the dctcnninanl of the JKObian to vanish at the
crack tip. For clarify. calculation is shown for an S-noded pia elemenL Acconting to

section 3.4, the strain rnattill. for a pIare ciement is written as

".
(EI·IJJ~IB']

WI

(3.6.1)

a,

P.

(3.6.2)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: (a) Crack Up plate bending element; and (b) Crack tip quadrilateral
general shell element (Barsoum 1976).

The following trans(onnatlon IS used to map the geometry of an g·noded isoparametric
element into the nonnalized space (~rl.~) (-l~ /;51.

·1~'l51. ·1~ 1; 51)

(Barsoum 1976),

(3.6.3)

And the displacements are interpolated by

(3.6.3 a)

"
N, =kl+~~,Xl+~~,)-(I-~'XI+~~,)-(I-~'Xl+~ol ~,'~,'/4
(I-~'Xl+"",XI-el'l,'12 + (1-~'Xl+~~,Xl-~,'~,'/2

+

(3.63b)

The shape functions are written along line 1·2 in nl\lre 3.6 (a) as (Barsoum 1976).
HI

--i~(l-~)

N,

--i~(I+~)

(3.6.4)

N, =(I_~l)

Thertf~. from

equation (3.6.3) and (3.6.4) we can write.
(J.6.S)

(3.•.•)

Therefore.
(3.•.7)

In the Jacobian lheteml ar/a( is given by
(3.•.8)

7.
which makes the sinJUlarity of the Jacobian at (x .." O. ~

-=

-I). Assuming only the

displacemettl$ oCthe points 1.2. and S. the displacement function is written

w~ ~

alan. the line

v.-ies from·1 for bonom surface to +1 for top swfacc, hi. h2, and h, are the

thicknesses aCme shell element at points 1,2. and S and 81. 82. and 8, are function of VI, •

V:" anda Substituting equation (3.6.4) into eqtWion (3.6.9) one obtains..
j •

U =-~;(l-~)wl

+-i;(I+~)u: +(1-;:)14, +(--i~(I-~)~orl+~;(l+;)~(B:

+U-;l)fCBJ

(3.6.10)

Puaina the value of ~ in equation (3.6.10) and ttamtlging the tmns. eqUllion (3.6.10)
can be: written as•

•:_~(-1+2ffJ[2-2ffI ·,+~{B,H(-1+2m[2m[·A-{B,]
+ff-4t!.,+1-{B,]

(3611)

where II is the lenllh of the side 1-2.

n
'The slnin in the x-direction is wrincn as.

<
•

:~:J~~:~~=_.!.[-b-~][.
ih
a; ih a; 2 ,lu.,l I., ' +~OI,]+.!.[-~+~]
2
2 ,'1., I.,

[.,+~OI,Hk-t][ .. +tOl.]

(3612)

The strain singularity is thert:fore IN(r) along the line 1·2. where r = (xL.). In case of a
curved shell. the main along the co-ordi. . 5 10 could be shown to have a variillion of
IN(r) .....hett: r is measured along the shell surface from the crack tip. By usin. elasticity
maa"ix in addition to strain sinaularity. it is shown that stresses have the lr1(r) singularity
for plates and shells.

Therefore. the singularity (of stresses and SlrIins around the crack lip singular) is
achieved, by providing the mid·side node at die quarter points of the sides. facing the
crack tip.

11

3.8 SIalic SubotructurlDc
3.l.te-nl
The derailed analysis of an offsh<n steel st1'Ul:tl,ft with a plane (rune configunlion is

very difficult, using conventional finite clement analysis. The development of
subslNCluring techniques in finite clement analysis has reduced such difficulties. This
technique follows basically the &talic condensation method in which any unwanled

degrees of

~

are condmsed out from the substructure global mMriccs. Numerous

programs using finite clement lRIJysis use this technique to solve very large problems. In
the present Sl\Idy ABAQUS finik: clcmenl softw~ (1999) was used to obtain the results

of stllie analysis of the offshore structural plane frame by static subsuuc1uringleChnique.
In the following section, the theOQ' related 10 the static condensation and subsU\lcture

matrix fonnuJalion is given for the bener understanding of lhe analysis carried out in this
study.

The term condensation means 10 contract the size of a sysIe1II of equations by eliminating

cmain de~ of freedom. In this process the total oriJinal set of dqrces of fr=dom ate
divided into retained quantities and eliminated quantities. The condensed equations are

expressed in Imn5 of the e1imina&ed degrees of freedom and T'eWncd dcgrus of freedom.
Mathematically, the matrix equilibrium equation in the finite clement analysis is written
as (Mcguire and Gallagher 1979).

[KIIOI:IPI

(3.1.1)

(3.7.2)

where [K] is the stiffness matrix.

vectors.

t.6t.1

161 is the nodal v.uble

¥CCtOrS.

(PI is the nod:aJ kJiad

is the climinaled degrees of freedom and (Ai) is the retained depees of

(=lorn.

In the panilioned form the equilibrium equation is written as.

(3.7.3)

By solving the first set of equations. one obcains
(3.7.4)

Substiluting equation (3.7.4) into the second set obtained from equation (3.73),

In an abbreviaaed form. it cat! be: wrinen as,

{i.J(A,I=I~1

(3.7.6)

(3.1.7)

!O

IP, I- {P, 1-IK.lIK.r'{p.1

(3.7.8)

Then .60 is calculaled according lOequaUon (3.7.6) as.
(3.7.9)

By substituting the value of '6;' in equation (3.7.4),

(3.7.10)

The advantage of this method is thal the original matrill (without partition) is divided into
a number of small matrices. so lhat the inversion openlion is done easily and this can be

important in treating probkrns of ¥tTy large size or in using limlled computer in-core

3.l.3Ma1rix

r---....forSUdc~

In static substruc:luring mtthod. major components of the stJ\Il;Cure. called substructures.
are fim anaJyzed independently and the results are then combined for the entire StnlCtlft.

The equations of condensation are direc:tly (ollowed by the mathematics of
substnlCturing. The stiffness equation for a specified substtucUft 'N' can be written in

the partitioned form as.

"
(3.7.11)

The subscript 'b' and

'j'.

respectively denote the degrees of

r~

internal to the

substructure. viz.• not associaled with any other subsauc:tun: and dcgru:s of

f~

located on the interface between two substruc:nRs.

By applying the same concept that has been applied 10 the stalK: condensation, the

retained nodal dispacemenlS are obtained as.

(3.7.12)

(3.7.13)

[i/ 11.60,'" l-{P, ... '-{R, . . )
In this equation. it is seen thII condcn5c:d stiffness matrix

(3.7.14)

[K/l

relates the inlCtface

dcpees of freedom (6;10'1 and the force acting lime interface nodes, (PoN), plus fictitious

nodal loads, HRt'n. which an: equivalent to the effect of real forces acting at the interior

nodes. According to equation (3.1.14) it is dear dW the

enti~

substructure N can be

uwed IS a sinJ.le element havinS substNcWte stiffness mMrix

[K.-].

Then the

stiffneu equations for all the interface degmes of freedom for the cornpk:Ie structure are
obtained and auembled to fonn ~ stiffneu mIb'i<:es. interface nodal forces.
and equiva&ent nodaIlo8ds. k is wrinen in the followinl fonn.

[K,IIA,I-IP'J-1R,1

(3.7.15)

where [K.] is the stiffness matrix for the interface degrees of freedom for the complete

wueture. 16;1 is all the interfllCC: nodal degrees of freedom, and IPd and 1R<\

art: the

interface nodal forces and equivalent nodaJ loads. rapectively. The rules of assembly of
~ equations

are the same IS the conventional finite eJement analysis. The

displacements of all the interface nodes are calculated afttT solvinS equation (3.7.1.5). The
displacement of interior nodes within the substructure are then caku!aed by usina the
displacement of the interface nodes of the subscructure. The equation for this case is
written IS,

(3.7.16)

By calculating all of the nodal-point displacements. element outputs such as stresses,
strains. forces and support reactions are obtained in the usual manner.

In this chapcer die theory assocjllCd with the romwl.Mion ~ stiffness mMrices or s.noded
i~

qu8iJaacraI thin shell ekments., and elemenb having suess-SCI'Iin

singularity (around the crack-tip nodes) are ctiscussed aJonl with the substructurinl
techntqoe. The TtSuhs presented and discussed in the subsequent chapters are based on
these theom:ical developments.

Cbapter4
Stress Analysis of Uncracked and Cracked Joints
of an Offshore Plane Frame

4.1 G....roI
Stress analysis at critical repons (junctions or joints) of an offshore jacket suucture
fabricaled from tubular members is required to pm;1jct the fatiJUC life of the structure and
10 understand the behaviour of such joints under severe environmenlalloading. In order 10

do these, several attempts have been made in the past to determine stresses in tubular
joints (with or without stiffeners) of various geomeaical shapes by means of experimental

and analytical methods. In order to determine the location of hotspot regions and the

amown of stress concentr.lbon present

at these locations. 5latic analysis of the entire

sttueture is essential. Approximate Iocalizcd loading of the brace cylinder has been made

using analytical solutions obc.ained on the basis of clusicaJ thin shelllhcories. However.
these theories have not assisted in lhe analysis of complex h1bular joints. In recent years.

due 10 the development of finite element method. the most rulistic and ICCtnle

SU'eSS

analysis of tubular joints has become possible: without taking recourse to any drastic
approximations. Reliable values of stress concentration factors (SCF is the ratio of hot

spot stress

10 nominal

suess in the brace) for the joints are required to predict accurately

the fatigue lives of various joints of these jacket stJ'Ul:t\lm. Any reduction in stress

..

"
cona:ntratiol'l f.:tcw will lead to an increase in the estimate of overall fatip life of the

strUCtUre. In the present study, intaesl is focused on the evaluation of b:a1 sz:ress..Slnin
variations III different joints of the offshore plane fnme due 10 die deveklpmenl of crac:u
aI:

me

cornpkx tubular YT intersectioll. For the cncked

introduced at the

hi&flest

sum;

Sb'UCtUrC. the

crac:k was

Io:arion caned the hot spot. In order 10 determine this

location. prior analysis for suess and strain distribution around the inletSCl:tion of tubular
members in a joint without a crack, is mquired.

T.....o types of arbitrary lhrough·lhickness crack models

wc~

considered for use in the

present study. In the first case. crack was modeled considering regular elements (in the
finite element analysis) and in the second case. it was modeled by special elements
having their mid side nodes (facing the crack tip) shifted 10 quarter points of the 8·noded

quadrilalel'al isoparameuic shell dements. with a mtuctd inlepion of 2x2 Gaussian
quadraure. However. in both cases. the mapitudc: lOcI distribution of stresses near the

end; tip were

necesM')'

to determine the cnck tip

SU'eU

intensity factor and

conaponding crack IfOW\h nrc. It will be shown thai the second type of element gives
the proper representation of saas concentntion at the joint.

In ordcr to carry out the st\Idie$ mentioned above, an extensive stress analysis usin. finite
element method was carried out for the offshore plane frame with IT, Y, LY and L

joints. The plane frame was taken as one side panel of a lhree-dimensional offshore jacket
structure and is shown in Fil'ft 4.1. The reduction become necessary dlIc to the very

.
large matrix size required for modelling the whole procotype stJ'Uctlft. This a:udy was
carried 0Ul only for an in-plane bending ad thai was Ipplied at the top of the framed

OOm

'6..5m

Figure 4.1: One side panel of a thJtt..dimcnsionai offshore jacket structure.

4. 2 SIrosses ill Tubular JoiDls
It is well known that axial stiffness of a tubular member is quite large. and it is more
compliant

00

forces thai. cause ovalisalion of the member. The geometry of the tubular·

jointed structure is such that brace is compiiant in ditee:tions where chord is stiff. and 'Ike

versa. Complex panems of displacements occur at these joints due 10 the large differences
that exist between relative stiffncsses in orthogonal directions and die consequent

deformation wases that ate developed (which maintain the continuity at the intaKCtion)

17

(Nwosu 1993). in order to have a dear idea about the deformation stJeSseS thai.

1ft

developed. graphical p&ou of deformations thai occur in a tubular T.joint. under brace

lCTISion klading. are shown in Fipue 4.2.

--""",",,
________.SIlapt ...... 1oM

! II

r-I

~

i
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;

;

~·-·-·-·--v;:;;i-·--·-

Figure 4.2: Ddonnation stresses ala T joint under brace tension load (Nwosu 1993)

If the tension load was 10 be applied to the brace alone, then due to the constant stiffness
of the braa:, saddle point (2) and crown point (I) should displace by similar amounts. In

order to maintain compatibility at the joint inaenection. chord wall deforms. thereby

..
developing bending and memInne sua.scs in the chord waJl. In case of uial Loading and
OOl-of.pbne

bending loads. a . . . force is

requi~

at the saddle than at the crown to

develop the same amount of defOl'mllion (as the brace) due
~t

10

greater chord stiffness

II the saddle than that II the crown. On the other hand. for in-plane bending a

large force is required at the crown than at the saddle, As a consequence a nonunifonn
stress distribution is developed near the intersection of the tubular joinu. This
phenomenon is shown in Figure 4.3.

Nonrinal stress distribution
away from inteneetion

c.......

Nonuniform distribution at the
intersection

Fiaure 4..3: Nonuniform distribution of urcsses at the inlmCCtion under axial
tensile Ioadina (Nwosu 1993)

The defonnation stresses indicalCd in Figure 4.3 arise at the inlefSeC1ion due to the

developmenl. of non-unifonn distribulion of !IftSIeI that cause the v.nous bending and
mcrnbnne (in-plane) dcfOl'1'Mlions II die joint Other facun that conrribule 10 the

..
development of hip

stresses

in the tububr joints are the con.scrainls thai are exercised

around the intersection and the geometric discontinwty thai. is present due to the: prnence

of weld. Traditionally nonUnal stresses at the joints of offshore jacket

stnlCtUI't$

are

detennined using a space frame: analysis. Uncertainties due 10 nonlinear behavior of

foundations (due 10 soil·str\ICl\Ire interaction). load tnlnSfer belween jacket:

~gs

and main

piles, joint eccentricities. and joint f1uibiJitics dw.nse due to improper welding ar. joints

will modify me stressesIsuains obtained from a delcmUnistic analysis. Usually for the
analysis of these types of sttuetura. rigid connections at the base: are assumed.

eliminating the influence of soil foundation. In cue of fatigue analysis. axial and bending
stresses obtained from fr.une analysis (considcrina beam elemmts and rigid connection at
joints) an: considered as nominal sttesses. Mcno'ltr. bending scrases caJSCd by the local

secondary moment thai develops dlx to the dcfonnabons oxwing in the joint area (due
to brace: stresses) are also significant compared 10 total stresses. This secondary bending

effect can be included in the analysis of total messes if the model of the joint is prepared
properly using shell or solid elements instead of beam elemmlS: consequently the joint
flexibility (or stiffness) is determined wilh much greater accuracy.

The mesh for the entire plane frame was

acnerated

using the finite element software

ABAQUS and FORTRAN programming. Ahmad. et ai's (1970) finite element
devclopnent using three-dimensional 2O-noded brick Clemcnl. degenerated 10 two-

dimensional 8-noded isoparamttric shell elements wilh reduced integration (S8RS>. was

.
used to discretize the cylindrical surfKe 0( brace and chord membcn. This element has
the advantage that exba deBJ=S of freedom in the tbidneu direction can be reduced lAd

it has the inherent fClWte of modeling -.y CUJ"Yed aeomettY. At eadI node of the shell
element five depus of freedom are COftSidcred (three displacemenu and two rocalions).
Common joint il'ltC:tSCCtion Ippr08Ch was used to Mkntify the coordinaes of the nodes

along the brace and chord member inlerSCCtions and FORTRAN programming WIS used
to generate the coordinates of these nodes and elements. The mesh for other rqiOllS of the

chord and brace wert: scnented using automatic mesh aeneratiOll facilities available in
'ABAQUS'. In order 10 avoid excessive clement distortion within the model proper

aspect ratios (using BIAS formulation available in ABAQUS) were used. However. it was
not possible to provide similar aspect ratios in some reCiOlls of the frame due 10 the

introduction of coarse mesh sizes. specially in the middle portion of the bncc: and chord
members. For this reason some w.mng mcssqes were observed during the nmning of
the program. Special care was taken during the JCntnIion 0( mesh sizes near the

intaSCCtion of members. Relabvely fine meshes were used near the intersection of the
cylindrical members to account for the inherent effects of stJaS concenIntions around the

joints (O.75ospect rabo<l.'). The transition from a fine mesh to a coarse one was made
in a gradual manner. At the iDleneCtiOll of horizontal brace and chord (where the axk
was to be located), thtee rows of elements were used with 48-c1cmcnts in each row

around the inler5eCtion; Ihereaftcr the next S rows contained 24 clements in each row and
the rat of the chord had 12 and 6 clements in each row (lIWlimum upect ratio = 2.875).
However. at the inlerleCtion of all the other joints. two rows of

e~

were

used

consisting of 24 elements in each row and the ranaininl pan wu discretized using

"
n:ductions similar to the above procedure. In order 10 reduce the CM:menls from 48 to 24
to 12 10 6, moIti-point constraints (MPCs) were used UonI1be tine of trusition ekmencs.

These consninl5 cn(on;:e boundary cood:itions at the clemenl boundary. For this ream.
these MPCs

weR

not

used in the rtgion with hip stress and defomwion gradients and

near positions where deWls of local suaseslstrains and deformations wm of primary

interest. E8ch YT joinl itself consisted of four diffemlC components. namely. the plug.
chord, diaaonaa bra;e and horizontal 1ncc. The components of • tubular YT joint are
shown mFiJUR 4.4.

(a)

"

(h)

93

(el
Figure 4.4: T)'pical computer mesh aeneration for YT joints: <a> At the

intersection of brace and chord member; (b) Details showinc the brace. chord and
plul: and (c) Full joint c:onfisurauon.
SubstNc1urina finite dement lCdIniquc was ldilizm to lNlyze the entire stnIl:tl.IrC. The

entire

suuctla'e

was divided inoo eight subsauctura as shown in Figun 4.5. Multilevel

application of substructwina technique reduced the mesh

~

cffon for the wtlok

frame enonnously. Mesh aenention of substrucwrcs 3 and 4 was used in substNctures S
and 6 due 10 their identical pometty within the SUUCt1U'e. Ita this case different node

numbers were used only at the subsuuctule boundary

10 connect

each subsuucture to the

other ont. Within the ~. chanzes were rude for the nodal co-ordinates.

..
Subsuucnaes 1. 2, 7. and 8

~

considcml as independent substrucwra. The partitions

thai. were considcm1 fcc" the sub-sttUCIUrinl are shown in the Figure 4.5.

60m

Figure 4..5: Subsuuctures of the plane frame stnICt\ft

Because of geometrical compltibility at the inlmCCtion of the brxe. chord and plug, the
mesh aeneration of the plul region was performed in such a manner thai from the

inteneetlon to a subslantial distance away from it. quadrilllcRJ clements were used; and
the remaininl pan ohhe plU& was filled with triangularclemcnls (see Fi~ 4.4 (b». For
the whole SU'lIcWre. eight subsuuctuft:s wtK considered and the totaJ deptes of freedom

"
for the entire strUCture ~ obtained as 211.270. Substr\actlm 3 aJone had 36.670 OOn.
When substNcturinS

~

was applied it reduced the DOFs to I ISO.

4A F"mile ~ Mod<! ollbe Crocked JoiJIt
After compkting the suess analysis of the intact SU\IC1l.ItC. the critiul region (hot spot)

was found out in order 10 inrroduce the througb..wemess crxk. In the pment study load
was applied at the top of the fname and the shape of the joint configuration.

w~ critical

stress developed. was a YT joint. Due to the nature of the joint. non symmetric stress
distributions were developed around the inlenection; the maximum local StresseS were

nOl developed exactly at the saddle point or at the crown point. In order to eXlI:1ly
determine the suess field clearly near the crack tip. the analysis would require the
solid 3·0 elements.
HOWCveT.

wtt~h

U5e

of

also incorporaled the stress singularity at the crack tip.

mesh generation \lSi"g this element woukJ be quite expensive and cumbersome:

abo it wouJd need a very large compucer facility with a very large in<ore memory.
Depending on the praenI computet facilities available 10 the audioi'. a axk analysis

using 3D elements for the cntin: suucture was not possible. Another possibility was to use
the line.sping elements developed by Rice and Levy (l972) for the growth of surface

crack through wall thickness: but the subsuuc1urina application of ABAQUS did not
allow one to use the line spring elements that wert available in ABAQUS.

In the present study, crack
lhc crack was equal

(0

WIS

considered to be a throu&h-thickness crack, i.e.. dcpch or

the entire thickness or me chord wall. It was kx:aICd 3 ems away

..
from the line of intmeetion of the horizonuJ bnce and chord. akJnl dle line of

inlmCCtion of the first and second rows of elements in the chord. around the wekkoe (to
facilitate the computer to understand that the crack was occwring in the chord wall: and
in addition it also facilitated the inclusion of the effect of weld metal lhickncss. around
the toe of the joint. to be made equal 10 one element width). For the consideration of the
effect of crack lengths. the study consideled one synunetrical half of cnck to exlCnd over
one, two. thtte. four. five. silo and seven elemenu, respcajvely. along the weld toe. One
element 'mph was equal to IIpproximaiely 0.0405 m. Crack was inbOduc:ed

aJon, the

weld toe by applyin, diffettnl node numbers at the same co-ordi.naae as shown in Figure
4.6. ABAQUS has the capability to develop a cncked surface. if two different node

numbers are used in the same coordinate. The finite ekmenl model of the crack was
prqJared using this facility. In order 10 obtain the sans singularity aI the cnc:k tip. the
concept of the qlWter point node in 8-noded isoparametric shell ciemenl. developed by

Barsou.m(I976). was used.
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Figure 4.6: ImplementMion of crack. in ABAQUS

4.5ModeI_

computational effon. compuIa' resouras and time. For this

rca5(Xl

the suucture

CCIIl5ickrcd in this study (as mentioned earlier) was m idealized two-dimensionaJ vcnion
of lhJee-dimensionaJ framed offshore suucture. The haatll and width of this plane frame

was considered 10 be 60 m and 16.75 111. rnpectively. The chord and brice diarnetm
were assumed IS l35 em and 60 em, respectively, and the thtckness o( both members was
assumed as 2.5 em. However. alona the intersection of the members at the joint. the
thickness of two rows (one

I'OW

of elements on the chord side and the second row of

elements on the brace: side) of elements was considmd 10 be 3.5 em. taking into account

os

the effect of wekl thickness at the joint The centre line diagram of litis frame. with

dimensions. was giYen earlier in Figure 4.5.

Fixed boundary conditions, i.e.. all displacement depcc:s of freedom and rolIbOlW
degrees of freedom equal 10 zero. were considered. all nodes at the bottom of the frame,

A static concenttated horizontal load was applied at the center of the top plug of the left
chord in substNClure 7. It acted on the SUUCtufe in such a way as to impose an in-plane
bending load on the entire struetu~. loading direction was chosen perpendicular 10 the
chord member and the magnitude was 200 kN.

4.7 Model Accurocy
In order 10 verify the correctness of the model. results obWrted considering quadrilateral

shell elements and subsuuc1uring technique

WeR

compared with those obtained with a

fnme structure, usin. two IIOded cubic beam ekments. In this case the
displaccmtnu at
$lreS$e$ at

diff~t

clobal

locations of the frame apccd 10 within 5 10 l()li;, enor. The

the middle of all relevant elements also apeed to within the same limits.

However. the suess values obIained around the intersection of various member of the
SU'UCtute wert

quite different from those: obtained usin. beam elements. This difference is

due to the fact thai large stress concentrations occur at the intersection due to me
geometric discontinuity of the braces and the effect of weld ~h; these stresses cannot

be dctamined properly usin. beam clements. When discretization of lhe entire frame was
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made uSing beam elements. appropnalc modeling of the joints was not possible due 10 Its
one·dmlensional nalure of element geometry. But modeling of the tubular member

surface and intersection using g·noded quadrilateral isoparamelric elements with reduced
integration points gives a better estimate of stress distribution. The displacement and
stress results. for both cases, are given in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. respectively, for the sake of

companson; very good correlations are obtained for the global displacements and
stresses.
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Figure 4.7 (a): Comparison of global x-displacements. along the frame height,
using beam element and substructuring (with shell elements) - Displacements
considered along the mid-plane of the left-side vertical chord member.

IlXl

Figure 4.7 (b): Comparison of global y-displacement. along the frame helghl USing
beam elements and substructuring (with shell elements) - Displacements
considered along the mid-plane of the left-side venical chord member.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of slresses using beam elements and sUbslllIcluring (with
shell elements) (stress is considered along the middle plane of the left-side venical
chord members).
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4.8 Stras C _ F_n for ADaI - . . . I..PIaao-"

.... Out..c·PIaao - . . r-m
Stress concentralion factors were cakulated for dIrtIe types of 'oading situations in onXr
10 measwe the accuracy inherent in the model. Figures 4.9 through 4.11 show the

var1alion of stress concenrnlion faetors around the weld toe on the chord side under tJuu:
Ioadinr; conditions (axial tension, in-plane bending and out4·p{ane bending). These
results have shown very good ~t with the results obtained from Olher researchen.
Nwosu (1993) has shown that the nw.imum stress concentration factor (calculated

considering principal stresses) for the axial tension loadin& and out-of-plane bendinl
develops at the saddle poii'll. and for in-plane bending. it occurs at III angular distance of
3,0 from the crown (see Table 4.1). The model used for the finite element analysis has

shown reasonably good

~1

in results with those obtained from Nwosu's analysis

at some critical poinu of the model. inspi1e or some model panmeters not being the

same. However, other points of the mtmeetion have not shown good agrtemenL The

probabIc: reason nristn be due to the improper mesh genenlion

al

the inlerKCting rqion

between two bnl:es (horizontal and diapa! brace); in Iddition it could also be due to the
two closc-lOBfther thick elements (representing the weld thickness) at the adjacem

crowns of horizontal and diagonal braces. The space between the two braces on the
surface of chord was very small (O.03m). It was found very difficult to maintain the
continuity of the mesh generation in this region. The varyinl thickness of adjacent weld

toes at the neighboring crown will cause less load to be transferred to the thinner chord

102

section m between crowns. Moreover. the stiffness of the dIagonal brace would also
modify the state of stress at the crown.

Axial tension

[SJI
O--

.,

--..j

120

135

150

ArrgIe.-Ol.l'ld~ectiJn(OIg.)

Figure 4.9: Stress concentration factors along the weld toe on the surface of chord
at the intersection of horizontal brace and chord (for axial tension) - Angle
measured from the bottom crown of horizontal bract/chord inlersection at joint 3.

Anglearo.ndrl\ersecllOn(OIg.)

Figure 4.10: Stress concentration factors along the weld toe on the surface of
chord at the intersection of horizontal brace and chord (for in-plane bending) Angle measured from the bottom crown of horizontal brace/chord mtersection at
Joint 3.
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Figure 4.11: Stress concentration factors along the weld toe on the surface of
chord at the intersection of horizontal brace and chord (for out--of-plane bending)Angle measured from the bottom crown of horizontal brace/chord intersection at
joint 3.
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,

Table 4.1: Comparison of SCFs between Nwosu's (1993) analysis results and present
stUdy at diffcm1t points along the wekl: ICe; (a) Model hrameters for Nwosu's analysis
and present study: and (b) Comparison of results.

(a) Model Patame!ers for Nwosu's analysis and present study

Nwosu·a ..2UD=7.02. y=Dt'2T=24.t=lI'T= 1.
Model parameters

P=dID=0.5

Present study - a = 29.63. V'"' 27. t

'"'

I. P>II' 0.444

(b) Comparison of results
Angle

Altialtension

In-plane bendinl

around
intersectioa
(00..)

Nwosu
(993)

Present
5"'.dy

Nw","
(993)

........

.......,
~udy

Ou!.of.plane
bendinll'
Nw","
(993)
~ud,

.......,

"",",

90

""""
24.9

24.50

0

0.4766

21.1268

102.25

23.25

23.77

2.5

2.2352

19.7596

1338

123.25

16.2

17.74

6.5

4.11.5

11.34

8.4662

144.25

9.0

10.04

7.5

4.441.5

3.TI32

3.1046

158.25

6.5

6.43

6.9

4.0601

1.9118

1.0332

4.23

6.7

3.5189

1.0452

0.9152

180

14.294

I()'

The streSS analysis perfonned in this SNdy was carried out for an offshore pllN: frame
with tubular Y. YT, LV Md L joiNS. The results of the element stresses and strains

al:

integration poinu in the 'ocaJ co-ordina sysllem wert: taUn directly from the values

giYal by 'ABAQUS'. ABAQUS pose procc:ssor has built-in

~lity

10 read and write

me stress-strain raults from the finite element analysis. 10 an output me. The input file
was prepared for the entire frame using ABAQUSlSWldard user's manual Vols.l and D
(1999). Aher preparing this input file, output file requited for relating the nodal variables

and clement variables were developed using a post processing program. The stress output
file from the analysis wu read by the post processing program and it automatically
plotted the local suess distribution for the substructure or for the entire suucture. For the

comparison study of the stras-sttain values

uncracked and cracked

structures.

.II diff~t

points of the joint between

the stJ'eSS.stn.in results along the outer wall of the

tubular member Wett taken into 1lX00000t Curiag the initial stage of the development of

crack. hilh shear

stresses

are

deve~

consequmtly the: initialtd crack opens at

~

angle other Uwi 9{f to the tensile load (shown by the angle between the principal plane
and the original direction at the saddle): however, very soon it lends to grow

perpencticuJar 10 the radial dim;tioo along the weld toe.
The local stresses wne: the IRferred messes 10 work with. inslCad of the principal

stresses, since in dealing with the principal scresses the: orientation of these: stresses are
required. To define these stress components in a shell clement. local directions arc
required on surfaces in spKe. The convention of Ihc local co-ordinalC system considered

106

in ABAQUS is thai: the local axis in l-dilection.

ar.

a given point is defined as the

projection of the global r;-uis onto the shell surface. Hthe &Ioballl..u.is is within 0.10 of

being normal to the surface. the kx:al l-direction is taken 10 be the projection of the
gJobaI z·u.is onto the shell surface. The local 2-dim:tion is then ac riihl angles 10 the
local I· direction. so that these two local co-ordinale$ and the positive normal to the

surface ronn a right-handed onhocooaJ co..ordirwe syslem. The positive normal direction
is accounted in an element by the right-hand rotation Nic scMng around the nodes or the
element. The kx:a1 co-ordirwe system considered in ABAQUS finite element propam is
shown in Fipre 4.12.
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For detennining the deformations,

~

and strains of the tmoml:kcd

stnICtlm:, finite

element analysis of the intact frame was carried out using the substn.lCtW'e and

superelemenl analysis. 'l'hcreafttr. an artificial through crack.. at the inlersection of the
horizonullnce and chord of super element 3 (or substtucture 3 shown in figutt 4.5) was
introduced and the analysis carried out for the cracked structure. The changes of klcal
~

in diffcmlt e~lS around the crack region. due to cnclt development at the hot

spot region. were compared with those of the uncrackcd strUCture to Sludy the influence
due to the presence of cnckinl at the joint.

4.10 Con.......... Test
In order to verify the proper sizing of the ekments or the model. a cor1'o'ergence

leSt

was

carried out on substructure 3 by determining the stresses around the intersection with
reasonable accuracy. The substructure 3 was separated from the frame: to carty out this

analysis. Out~.pbne motion was restrained for the end poinu of the horizontal brace. AI
first. 24 elements were used in each of the fU1t three toWS on both chord and horizontal
brace near the intmee:tion (and each of the tint two rows on both chord and diqonaJ
brace inlenection also used 48 clements). Thereafter. clemenl numbers were reduced

from 24 clements to J2 ckments and 12 e1lcments to 6 elemencs in the remaining portion
0( the model by providing multi·point constraints along the dement transition line.

The

diagonal brace end was allowed 10 ddorm unhindered without any load applied to it.

Fixed boundary conditions were imposed at all nodes of both ends of the chord member
(of substructure 3) and an axial tensile force (20 kN) was applied II all nodes (12 nodes)

Il.
at the end of the horizontal

t:nce. Same pnx:c:du.te was applied in the case of 48 clementi

and 96 clements (in the first three

TOWS

of the chord mel horizontal brace inteneetion). In

this Rudy the YT joint with different number of element dlscmizaion (24. 48 and 96)
around the intcnection 0( the horizontal bract and chord was considered for the

comparison of results. The comparison studies of local stress in l-direction along the
weld toe on the chord surface (at a distance 0.0374 m away from the horizontal

bracclchoni intersection) and around the circumfCTCl'lCe of bnce (at a distance of 0.0325

m away on the horizontal bract from the same intersection) are shown in Fip.res 4.13 and
4.14. It is observed tha maximum differences of stns5C:s in local l4ircction for axial
tenlton loading obtained from 24 ckmenlS and 48 clemmtl in each row mesh agree 10
within I-S% at different locations on the chord

atong

the weld toe and 25·)0% on the

brace surface. However, the results obtained with 96 clements in each row arc 8·10%
greater lhan the 24 and 48 clements meshes at the chord saddle. and 75% less than the 24

elements mesh and SO% less than the 48 elements meshes at the saddle of the brace. Since
chord

stresses

diffemu in

arc greater than the brace

IU'eSSCS

stresIeI

(see Figure 4.13 and 4.14) and the

between 24, 48 and 96 dements is Ies.s than 15lJl of the stresses

along the weld toe on the chord surface. the analysis was carried out usinl48 clements. In
addition to the above

TUSOn

it must also be said thal the

usc: of 96 elements around the

vicinity of weld toe (for the whok strul:lUf'e) was not possibk:. since it takes a large

amount of computer time and in.core memory.
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Angle around intersection (Deg.)

Figure 4.13: Comparison of stresses along the weld toe on the chord surface at a
distance of 0.0374 m away from the horizontal brace/chord intersection between
24,48 and 96 elements near the joints for axial tension loading.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of stresses along the circumference of horizontal brace at
a distance of 0.0325 m away from the horizontal brace/chord intersection between
24,48 and 96 elements near the joints for axial tension loading.
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4.11 _

..... DlsaI5IioD

For lhe sJven dimmsic:m of chord and brace of the YT joint in substn.Icwre 3. under the

loading condition prescribed in section 4.6. stresses Ilona the weld toe ar. the intersection
of horizontal brace and chord were observed

10

be

corresponding diqonal brace. TlUs comparison is shown in
the horizontal brace is a tensile:

~

than lhose for the

"I'" 4.15 (b). The load on

load. while the Io8d on the <Ii.pa1 brace is compressive.

In case of horizontal brattJchord intenec:tion. the chord side had the larger SlrCSS than the

brace ncar the weld toe. As staled earlier the horizontal load applied in ",-direction. for all
the subsequent analysis. was 200 kN at the top orttle tower.

o

o
Figure 4.15 <a> RcJion on chord surfatt around horizoncal brace/chord and
diagonal brace/chord intersection 10 obtain dala for comparison of results in
Fipre 4.15 (b).
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For thIs reason crack was conSidered to occur at the weld toe of chord surface (along
second row of elements at the mtersection) and only the stresses al the chord end of the
intersccuon were considered to be of interest. The comparison of local stresses S II of
uncrackcd structure between chord and brace near the intersection is shown in Figure
4.16.
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Figure 4.15 (b): Comparison of local stresses in I-direclion along the weld toe on the
chord surface between horizontal brace/chord intersection and diagonal brace/chord
mtersection (al the third Gaussian points of the elements along the second row).
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Figure 4.16: Local stresses S 11 for uncracked chord and horizontal brace {at the
lhird Gaussian points (on chord surface) and second Gaussian point (on brace
surface) of the elements along the second row].
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The local stresses

In

I- (511) and 2- directions (522) as a function of the angle around lhe

chord surface and disLance along the horizontal brace surface from the intersection for the
given loading condition are shown in Figure 4.17 to 4.19.

<a)

\fJd

276.4326~.4

Angle elOlM'ld chord memblf. measured Il'Om thllaIXh llC*lt (DIg.)

(b)

Figure 4.17: (a) and (b): Local stresses in 1- and 2- direclions around the
uncracked chord member (at the Gaussian points).
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OiItancefrom~pCIIl'll(m)

<0>

"

(b>
Figure 4.18: (a) and (b): Local stresses in 1- and 2- directions along the length of

uncracked horizontal brace member (at the Gaussian points).
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Figure 4.19: (a) and (b): Local stresses in 1- and 2- directions along the
length of uncracked diagonal brace member (at the Gaussian points).

These stresses can be used to estimate the maximum stress at the weld toe by using
ex.trapolation. Since the modelling of weld thickness is almost impossible using shell
elemenlS due to the varying thickness of the weld around the intersection. in the present

study. it was considered to be have a constant thickness in the two rows of elements (one
row in brace and one row in chord at the intersection): the effect of weld was considered

to provide an additional 0.0 I m thickness. It is seen that stresses in the elements. very
close to the weld toe (0.0374 m away on the chord surface from the intersection), are
much larger on the chord side of horizontal brace/chord intersection than on the brace
side surface (0.0325 m away on the brace surface from the inlersection) (see Figure

4.17(a)). From Figures 4.18 (a) and (b) and Figures 4.19 (a) and (b) it is also observed
that stresses beyond 0.3 m along the horizontal and diagonal brace members from the

,,,
intersection (saddle point) are almost constant. indicating that the horizontal bract is
subjected to an axial tensile kJad while the diapa] brace is subjected to an uial

cornpressiveload.
The local SlnS5 distributions in I· and 2- directions around the uncrackcd and cracked
~

3 (crack length equal to 0.81 times brace radius) ~ shown in Fiaure 4.20

and M!'R 4.21. From FiI'R 4.20 it is observed that hi&fllocal suesses are developed

near the saddle point (at 8s.lSI or 271.1SC' from the crown of horizontal bracclchonl
intersection) of the uncracked section: this

OCCUR

due

10

the location and nature of the

applied loads around this weld IDe region. The magnitude of stress beyond the hoi spot

region decreases gnduaIly due to the load distribution on an increasing area. Figure 4.21

shows thai: the highest stresses in • cracked SUUClure occur at its crack tip.
The variation of b;aI

5U'eSSeS

eil along the wckiloe; (ii) around the circumference of the

d'Icw"d:; (iii) around the cimunference of the horizontal tnce near the inleBCCtion; and (iv)
along the horiZOl'lU.l bnce from saddle point between l.II'ICf"aCUd joint and the presence of
crack aI the hot rqjon. Itt shown in Figures 4.22 to 4.25. These fipra abo show the
comparison study of the variation of suesses between the UJ'ICTaI:kcd and cracked
SlJ'UCtW't. with

the crack located in substructure J. The crack lengths considered for

presentation are 0.81 tima and 1.3S times the radius of the brace member. From Figure
4.22 it is evident. ltLIl the maximum stresses are dcvcklpcd at the tip of crack and the
IS

the crack length increases; il is seen from Figure 4.22 <a> that lhe

5 11 stress (ill crack tip)

am amplified by 3.6 times the uncracked hot spot was when the

magnitude increases

crack length is 1.3.5 times the I;Q;e radius. The reason for this high stress concenntion is

the stress singularity present at the crack tip region. It is also important to note lhat lhe

stresses in elements which ue directly along the crack line at its lip, contain the largest of
stresses; the local suess in l-direction within the elements (Olher than the crack tip
stresses)

aft

also small (see Figure 4.21) and local suess in 2-direction is much larger.

The Sll stresses increase gradually from a smaller crack 10 a larger one a100g the weld tot:
of lhe chord surface. This is due to the redistribution of loads that take place along the
CJ1ICk front, as the crack grows from a smaller to a larger crack.
In case of horizontal brace, of stress variations (shown in Figure 4.23) in the elements that
are near the crack tip. due to the growth of crack at the critical region. are significant. II is
observed that when crack length increases. the magnitude of local stresses in I- and 2directions (near the crack tip) decrease slightly: however. both streSSes decrease
significantly in the elements. which arc near the crack. TIle probable reason for this
reduction is the stress relief and load redistribution that occur in the region of the brace.
closc to the crack.
The stresses around the chord circumference and along the brnce is considerably
influencul by the development of crack at the hot spot region. Figures 4.24 and 4.2S show
the comparison study of stresses around the circumference of chord and along the

horizootal brace due 10 the crack development. In these figures it is observed that local
stresses. in 1· and 2· directions near the crack region, are infloenccd significantly on the
chord side. The fonnation of a through crack, along the weld toe. relieves considerably
the Sll suess actinl alanl the chord circumference (see Figure 4.24 (a». However, along

the bnIce this variation is almost negligible (sec Figure 4.25 (a».
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Figure 4.21: Local stress distribution in l-direction around cracked joint 3 of
offshore plane frame
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Figure 4.22: (a) and (b): Comparison of stresses between uncracked and cracked
structures with a crack in substructure 3 - Stresses on chord surface.
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Figure 4.23: (a) and (b): Comparison of stresses in the horizontal brace between
the uncracked and cracked structures having different lengths of cracks in
substructure 3 - Stresses al a distance 0£0.0325 m away from the intersection.
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Figure 4.24: (a) and (b): Comparison of stresses (along chord circumference)
between uncracked and cracked structures due (0 crack in substructure 3 Stresses on chord surface.
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Figure 4.25: (a) and (b): Comparison of stresses between uncracked and cracked
structure due to a crack in substructure 3 - Distances along the horizontal brace
from saddle point of horizontal brace/chord intersection.
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4.11.1 Comparison of Stresses \Vith and Without Quarter Point
Nodes in Crack Tip Elements
In a comparative study, finite element model was utilized using 8-noded quadrilateral
isoparametric shell elements with and without quaner point nodes in the crack lip
elements, to examine the nature and magnitude of the stress state around the crack tip.
The results obtained from this study are shown in Figures 4.26 and 4.27. These

st~ses

are at the Gaussian points and are at a distance of 0.0074 m from the crack lip.
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Figure 4.26: (a) and (b): Comparison of stresses without qUarteT point node and
with quarter point node in crack tip elements (crack length equal to the length of 2
elements).
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Figure 4.27: (a) and (b): Comparison of stresses without quarter point node and
with quan.er point node In the crack tip elements (crack. length equal to the length
of 10 elements).

Figures 4.26 and 4.27 show the variation of results obtained with a crack extending over 2
elements and a crack. extending over 10 elements (each element length is 0.0405 m) with
or without quan.er points. respectively. Four points (Gaussian points) were chosen (along
the circumference of chord from the Gaussian point of crack tip element) to compare the
results of stress analysis. First Gaussian point is at 0.1»74 m away from the crack tip. TIle
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distances from CTKIr. (from die rust Gaussiln point) co these four points are 0.0325 m.
0.08

In,

0.135 m and 0.225 m. tapeetively alanl the chord surface. AccordinllO this

comparison. it is seen daM differences in

SbaRI

are maximum II the CJ¥k tip and it is

almost nqligible at other points. wtrich are away from the CTaCIr. tip element. From these

figures it can be observed that the stress state around the crack lip coukt be defined
clearly only by shifting the crxk face middle node 10 quarter points. toward the cnck tip.

4.11.2 Varia_ of SlresIes in EItmeDls far o.oy from the Crock
la the elements. which are far R'II)' from the CRICk report. the stresses within the ckmem
wu not sipificll'lt between the lII'lC'raC:kcd and cracked section. In order 10 quantify the

vanwOrt of suases.

Ciemcnl

scresses from different positions of chord member wen:

plotted and compared. The results obtained from this study are shown in Figure 4.28 and
4.29. It is seen that when crack length is equal to 1.9 times of the radius of brace. the

stresses in the local l-cfjrcction allWO points on the chord surface, that were 0.225 m and
1.81 m away from the saddk point. change by 49.11% and 82.46% (very small stresses).

respevtively. from d'IIl of the unc:racked S".1UCture. However. the cl\anF of stI"tSSleS in the
local 2-direction (in the same element) is observed to be more than

streua only) • the: first locllion dial is 0.225 em away from

92.~~

(very small

me: inlCneCtion; but it is

only 3.303% in the eIemenI whictl is 1.81 m away from the saddle point. If these small
stresses can be measured acanIely in the wbular·jointed member. then this can be used

as an indicator of the cnck presence. The load released due to developmenl or cnck is
concenlntcd near the crack tip repon. For this reason, varillion or streSSeS in cncked and

uncracked condition

IS

large ncar the crack lip reglon and less far away from the crack

regIOn: but the vanallon of stresses seem to be consl<jerable all around the chord.
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Figure 4.28 (a) and (b): Variation of stresses in the chord due to crack at a location
that is 0.225 m away from the intersection (saddle point) of horizontal brace and
chord.
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Figure 4.29 (a) and (b): Variation of stresses in the chord due to crack at a location
that is 1.81 m away (fanhesl point from the two saddle points) from the
inte~tion of horizontal brace and chord.
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4.11.3 Effect on Principal Plane Angles at Different Locations on the
Chord Surface due to the Presence or Crack in Substructure 3
In order to have a clear understanding about the behavior of cracks in tubular Joints, the
analysis of principal plane angles due to various crack lengths at the weld toe were also
considered, Figure 4.30 shows the variation of the principal plane angle with respect to
the normalized crack length. In this figure. it is seen that when a crack length equal to
0.27 times of radius of brace occurs. the change of principal plane angles at poinls (on the
surface of chord. along the line normal to the intersection at saddle) that are 0.043 m.
0.225 m and 1.81 m away from the crack are 666,21%. 53.57% and 103.08%.
respectively. from its uncracked condition. In this case it is observed that the change of
pnnclpal plane angle al points that are close to the crack is very high, But, thiS change is
small at points which are far away from the crack. However. when crack length is
extended

10

more than 6 elements then these changes decrease and become very smaiL

Hence Ihis can be used as an indicator be detecting the initial crack growlh
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Figure 4.30: (a), (b) and (e): Variation of princIpal plane angles in the elements
that are 0.043 m. 0.225 m and 1.81 m away from the crack line due to the
extension of crack up to 14 elements (1.9 times of radius of the horizontal brace)
around the weld toe.

4.11.4 Effect on Shear Stress at different Locations on the Chord

Surface due to the Presence of Crack at Substructure 3
Values of the shear stress at different points on the chord surface. along the line normal to
the intersection at saddle. are given in Figure 4.31. The maximum variation was found to
occur near the crack region. The change of shear stress at a point 0.043 m away from the
crack was found to increase up 10 a crack length cquallo the length of 4 elements (each
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Figure 4.31: (a), (b) and (c): Variation of shear stresses at locations that are 0.043
m. 0.225 m. and 1.81 m away from the crack line due to the extension of crack up
to 14 elements (1.9 times of radius) around the weld toe.

element length equal 100.0405 m), i.e., 0.54 times of brace radius (diameter of brace is
0.6 m). Its value decreased when the crack length was increased gradually

10

extend

across twelve and founeen elements along the weld toe of the joint. However. at pomts
which were far away from the crack. the magnitude of shear stresses was nO( significanl.

It is Important to mention thai when the crack length was higher than the length of 2
elements, shear stresses and pnoclpal plane angles nearer the crack region changed their
directions.

4.11.5 Comparison of Stresses between "One Side" Crack and "Both
Sides" Crack at the Critical Region of Substructure 3
The variation of stresses at different points on the chord surface from uncracked condition
to crack at one side of the intersection (of chord and horizontal brace) and cracks at both
sides of the same intersection are shown in Figures 4.32 to 4.34. respectively. These
figures illustrate the possibility of the detection of crock by evaluating the stresses at
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different points on the chord sunace. It is seen that the variation of stresses in the case of
"one side" crack is almost similar to the variation of stresses on "both sides" cracks at the
intersection. From this analysis it is observed that "both sides" crack affects the far away
element by showing greater changes at that location (viz., at l.81m away from the
intersection); these changes become significant when the crack length is large, i.e., equal
to or more than 6 elements length. In both side cracks (symmetric), the load is released
from the crack region, and is transferred to the crack tip region. The crack tip stress is
very high due to the shifting of energy to the crack tip region.
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Figure 4.32: (a), (b) and (c): Comparison of local normal stresses (in 1- and 2directions) and shear stress (at a point 0.043 m away from the crack) between
crack on one side and crack on both sides of the intersection (of horizontal brace
and chord member) in substructure 3.
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Figure 4.33: (a), (b) and (c): Comparison of local nonnal stresses (in 1- and 2directions) and shear stress (al a point 0.225 m away from the crack) between
crack on one side and crdck on both sides of the intersection (of horizontal brace
and chord member) in substructure 3.
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Figure 4.34: (a), (b) and (e): Comparison of local normal stresses (in 1- and 2· directions)
and shear stress (al a point 1.81 m away from the crack) between crack on one side and
crack on both sides of the intersection (of horizontal brace and chord member) in
substructure 3.
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The following snxbes have been carried out in lhis chapter to analyze the change of
stresses that 0lXW'S explicitly .uund IT imenection in substructure 3 of the offshore

plane frame. due to the srowth of crack around the weld 1OC:
(i)

Mesh

eeneration procedures in uncracked and cracked stNClUf'CS for preparing the

finite element model of the entire $b'\lC'lUfe;
(ii)

Model accuracy check by comparing of displacements and

SbeSSel

using beam

elemenu and substructuring (with shell clements) mulls;
(iii)

Calculation of suess concentration factors for axial tension. in-plane bending and
out~f-plane

bending loads and comparison of these results with those extracted

from Nwosu's (1993) analysis:

(iv)

Proper sizing of me clements check usinC a COflVerpnce leSl oomsponding to 24.

48 and 96 ekments;
(v)

In order to obtain hot spol: region stresses • YT in1efXCtion of substructure 3.
stresses in kICai I-

di~

on the chord side of horizontal brace/chord and

diagonal braceJchord intersection have been compared; in addition comparison of
SQ'CSICS

between chord side and horizontal brxe side. ncar the inteneetion. has

also been made;
(vi)

Local stresses in 1- and 2· directions. around the uncnackcd chord member and

along the horizontal and diaaonal braces from the uddie point of the intersection,
have been examined 10 10caIe the hot spot reBion;
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(vii)

Comparison of SCJUS distribution in k'ICaJ I· direction around IlI'lCraCUd and
cracked (crack 'ength equal 10 0.81 times of brace radius)

st:l'\IC1Ura

with a crack

in substructure 3 I\a been mIdc for better undmundinS Mlouc the cbanzes of
stresses in crack region 4x: 10 the development of crack. critical regions:
(viii)

Comparison of local nonnal stresses. shear suesses and principal plane anaJes

between WK:nCked and cracked

strUC1wes

with different kngths of crack.

It

a

critic:aJ region of the on chord member;
(il()

Comparison of stresses It Gaussian point near the crack tip between quarter poinl
node in crack rip elements and regular shell elementJ (without shifting midside
node at quarter poinl): and

(x)

Finally, a comparison of local

stre5SCS at

diffmnt locations of substructure 3

between crack on one: side and crack on both sides of the inler5eCtion to obtain the
possitHe variations that can occur due to various <nck lengths.

CbapterS

lnOueoce of Crack on an 00sb0re Framed Structure

5.1 Geaeral
During the service life of an offshore sttueture. defects or any octIer kinds of faults may
be developed by environmental cyclic loading or by accidental damages caused by ship
collision. dropped objeclS. elC. Due 10 this reason. the static slrength of the

in·~ice

structure would be expected to be lower than the static Itm'lgth of the intact structure. In
order 10 ensure the reliability of the service life of structure it becomes essential 10
quantify the behavior of tubular joiAlS containing defects. This can be done using

different approaches sodl as fnlCture mechanics in conjunction with inspection schedu'es
and the fitness-for-purpose assessment of structures. 10 decect assess and quantify

fabrication or in·servil:e defttts. In another way. it can be said thai. static

sttenp

variation couki be one method by which crxlring in a sauaure during its stnict lire

could be derecIed and tdentificd. 5talic suength v.;.uon can be identified by measuring
stress (or strain) chanJCS occurring around the joints.

The local stress and strain distribution around welded tubular joints depends on the:

geometric parameters (e.I., brace-to-chord diameter ratio. wall thickness ratio, angle of
inlenec:tion. number of members mating at the joint. ere.), weld profile. radius of the weld
toe. defect at the weld tot and kMd variation occurrinB around the joints. It is sometimes
1J7

"8
impossib&e to describe the ctitremtt forms of SU'e55 distribution thac m: praent • tubular

joint inteneetions by the baic method of mechanics. Diffetenl peak. stresses devciopltJg
at particular spots of the joint cause difftraK:eS in the dcvdopment and propaption of

cracks. Many ~hers have observed that the aack propIption pattern changes when
applied loading is changed from constant amplit!olde to variable amplitude. The
information regarding lhesc: stress disaibutions around the
any kind of cracking thai: is likely to

0c(;W"

joiRlS

is required to identify

in the SlJUCtUte and to locale possible probkm

sites around interKctingjoinu.

Most of the pkJts and identirlcauon procedures discussed in this chapler use the
normalized displacement or SU1Iin ratios occurring at a location. Nonnalized ratio of any
variable is defined as the ratio between thal value of the variable under cracked condition

to that value of the variable undl:r intact condition. Consequently the initial normalized
value at any location in the structure will be one. Moreover this procedure is utilized 10

compare the theoretical predietkln and experimental observations. It has been obseNed
from earlier experiments that lhe normalized values are almost the same for experimental
and lheoreticaI resulu of the same structure. Mvinl the same cracked stak: (Owolabi
2(01). As a result. it

was ISIWIIed thai: the vitJin

stile

calibration resorted to in all the

inspection methodologies. was no« necessary in this study. Moreover i(there is a sensitive
experimental device to measure the initial stale of defonnalion than it will be easier

10

designate and characterize the changes that OC<:ut at that location by the: variation of
various parameuic ratios.
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The failure of. welded tubular joint can occur on the chord side. the brac:e side. the overlapping position between the br-=a or anywhere on the joint. depending on the geomt:Iric
and load parameters. Bucak et: aI (1994) showed four types of failure modes for a

uniplanar truss, made 0( welded circular hollow section joints. based on geometric
parameters. (i) They showed lhal. in joints wilh pp or small overlap and small wall
thickness ratios (chord thickness I bnce thickness). the crack devdoped in the transition

zone of the fillet: weld of the chord member (mode I). In this case, since a large bend is

deveLoped near the weld toe due to the ovalization of the chord member for the effect of
punching shear failure, the kJcal stresses caused by the punching shear may exceed the
yield stress under even a relazively small

~ng.

Cracks usually SIan from these points.

When the fim cracks start around the critical hot spoI regions, the high local stresses shift
10 lhe crack tip and become higher than lhe initial local stresses obtained in the uncracked
condition at this point. This phenomenon increases the crack growth r.ate at this joint. (ii)

For large overlaps and small thickness ratios. crack develops peTptndjeular 10 the
longitudinal ws of the dlon1 around the crown (mode: 2). (iii) When all dimensions
e.t.cepl the wall thickness 0(

the chord member and brace member remain unchanged (for

wall thickness ntios (chord wall thickncsslbrace wall thickness) higher than 2). melt

occurs on the tenston brac1ng member and starts from the crown of the weld toe (mode 3).
They Staled thai failure suess in the brace does not change for different thickness ratios.
(vi) Finally, when the chord wall thickness is increased and brace dimensions are kept

unchanxeeL the crack develops in the overlap area of the brace memben (mode 4). These
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four modes of failures have been observed to occur in welded tubular joints. However. It
is also possible to have the occurrence of a combination of the above modes of failure.
These four kinds of failure modes are shown in the figures given below (Figure 5.1).

(c) Crack at chord

wcldtoecrown

(d) Craclr. " ovcrlap
belweenbnlces

Figure 5.1: Failure modes for uniplanar truss joint of circular hollow sections
(Bucak et al 1994).

The failure modes discussed above occur only when cracks Slart from the outside of the

tube. But when the wall thickness ratio of chord and brace increases with a higher
diameter ratio (brace diameter/chord diameter), then cracking tends to start from the
inside of the tubular cross section.
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When any cnck develops in the Sb'UCtURl member. it changes the properties of lhal
stlUcture. both locally and globally. This concept is used in this study to dekct meks in

the strUCture. In the present study, stress and stJain changes that occur in the structure

were taken into account while de1cnnining the ch"aa that occur in the suucwre. Since
stJesS ~ment is

no(

possible practically, the strain measurements are used for the

detection of cracks in the structure. During recent years. different kinds of strain gauge
sensors with hip fIdelity have been available at a reasonable price. These strain gauge:

sensors should be used to acquire data from the critical and other locations of the
wucture. In the pn:vious chapter, it wu observed that stresses at a point near the crack
region change significantly as the crack length increases. In this chapter the changes that

occur in strains at different locations of the plane frame structure. due to the existenCe of
a crack. Itt examined to find a methodology for dc:teetina: the location of a crack and
identifying ilS size.

SA VarlaliOD ., Hot Spot SlniD ror our..... J.eacths., C.The variation of strains ncar the weld toe at • poine. which is 0.043 m away from the

sadlBe of the wekt toe, is shown in FiJlRS S.2 (a> and (b). According to these ~ it is

seen lhat around the crack location the strains decrease even from the beginning of the
crack. This occurs due to the "strain-shadow" of the crack (shown in Figure 5.3), which
develops between the measuring polnl and the crack. up rqion. As a c:onsequmce. il

14:!:

-.-wx:.t,u.inrllbO (£11.,1£11_1
-l..DcaIttrulrllbO(E22c/E22-)

Figure 5.2 (a): Variation of strain ratios at a point 0.043 m away from the
crack (saddle) on chord surface due to the extension of crack along the
weld toe.

-+-loclIIlIIrUlllllio(E11c/El1....)

...... LocaIStrUlf.tIo(E22c/f'22..,.)

o~--

o

=~~==~

~2~-

Normalized length of crack (cIr)

Figure 5.2 (b): Variation of strain ratios at a point 0.0325 m away from the
joint intersection on the horizontal brace member due to the extension of
the crack along the weld toe.

,,,
can be seen that the strain is reventd from a tensi~ one to a compressive one as the crack
~gth

increases durinl the tension loading of the brace. 'The behavior of crack is such

Figure S.3: Strain shadow concept
that when it grows throuJh the surface (which could not be modelled in this analytical
e~aminat.ion). the load
i~

has to be transmined through the uncrackcd ligament. and this will

the strain on one side of the wall thickness and reduce on the other side.

However. when crack grows through the compkte waU thickness and then extends
latenlly »anI the weld IDe. the surface strain dccreues. This decr9sc will be ~ till
breakthrouzh

0tCUI'$.

From the given figuR; it is seen lhat for a crack length of 1.9 times

lhe radius of the horizonlal brace, the local strain

f ••

reduces by mort than 12K while

the local strain En reduces by 9()ll, from its uncracked Slate. at a poinl kx:ated 0.043 m

away from the crac:k line. In the case of the horizontal tnce, at a location which is 0.032S
m away from the joint inleneCtion. it is observed that the local suains in 1· and 2·

directions decrease by 95.8% and 108.2S1%. rupectively. for the same crack lenaths
(Figure 5.2 (b».

S.5

meets of. Cndt at DlIreroat Locoliolls arouad .... TubuIor JoiDl
1atersectIaas of .... Str1Ictaft

DevekJpment of a crack
.suuctural properties

not

It

3fty kx:ation of the

stJ'UCtlft. would

certainly influence

me

only around the cnck region bur: also far away from the crack

region. AcconIinll0 the manner in which loads are carried by the system if any member

ohlle system becomes weaker (throup crack formulaliOll). the load carried previously by
that membC'r would be shared by adler adjacent regions and members of the SUUCWrt.

From fracture mcchanK:s point of view. when a crack is developed. a new surface is
~ed:

some of the energy contained in that cracked portion is released. This released

energy is stored in the uncracked portion especially. ncar the crack lip of the slJ\ICture. In
this case energy of the uncrackcd poniOll of the wuecure has c:hanaed due to the
occunence of the crack. Therefore, at every stage of enclt powth in the suueture it
changes or modifIeS the stnIct1InJ deformation properties such as

suesses. strains. modal

parameters (natun.l frequencies. mode shapes and modal ciampinI). dC. By comparing
these changes beNo'ta1 unrnICked and cnckcd conditions. one coukI identify the cnck in
the suucture. In the present study the strains at diffe«nl locations 0( the strul:twe hive

been compared for various cnJCks (locates

It

a distance of 0.03 m away from the

inteneetion of the horizontal brace and chord member at joint J). l1\e various kxauons
coosidered in the study are shown in Figure 5.4. The mults are shown in Figures S.S
through 5.13. FilUlCS S.S

throup S.8 represent the variation of strains in me local 1· and

2- dirttlions at a point on the chord surface. 0.073 m away from the saddle point of the
inlmCCtioa of horizontal tnce and chord member. The cra::k Ien&th is normalized with

'"
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O.mml~yrrom

0.013 m IWI)'

po;M

lhcAddlepoilll

Joint 4
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....... """"
............

• 0'75ma....l)'

. 1.lllIu....,

FiJlR 5.4: Location of points on the frame daM ae c:onsidcrecI ror comparison of kxaJ
strains in I- and 2~rectiOftS, between the cncked and uncrcaked sauctwa.
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rupectlO

the radius of the brace member and maximum Cl"lCk length is considered 10 be

1.9 times the bral::c radius. These figures also give the variation of snins thai. occur

aI

other kx:ations of the SU\IC'tWC. which are .. ot:her joints (0.073 m away hom the saddk

point of the intersection on the chord surface). The Iocaions of all points at the different
joints of the frame strUCtUre, considered in this study. are shown in fiaun: 5.4.

From these

figures (MJUfe 5.5 10 5.8) it is seen lhat the point. which is near the crack location has
larze strain ratio than the other points, whkh are located far away from the crack.
Considering a11Ihe5e points. the variation of local strain ratios in )- (ElIalElI_) and 2·

direclions (Enc/fn_) are very large only at joint-J (near the crack). However. the

variations of local strains in (- and 2- directions at joints I and 6 are appreciable: the local
strain ratio in 2-direction al the same point of joint 6 varies by 16.65% due to the presence
of a large crack :II joint 3. AI all the other joints. the changes in srr.Un ratios are ralhtr
small. These figures also show that the IocaJ strain ratios in boCJl the local directions

decrease enormously al the point near joint 3. where the crack is presenL The maximum
viriarions of strain 000 are 123.1JlIl in local l-dittttion and 8BS% in local 2-direction
(fora crack 1.9 times the radius of the brace). The reason for this is the stRin relcascsthat

occur when the

knp

of crack inauscs

..s their consequcnl effect near the

crack is

quite considerable.

The Figures .5.9 (a> and (b) show the variation of strain ratios in local I· and 2 -directions

at a point on me chord surface, around different joints intersection (see Figure 5.4), that is

0.225 m away from the intersection of horizontal Ince and chord. Accordi:ng to these

'"
figwa it is seen that the variation of scrain ratios in local l-direction is very large at the
poine of iftlefeSt in joint 3. but II aU the other poinlS it is much smalkr. At this point (in

joint 3), strain ratio in l-ditc:ction increases to a maximum of 49.12CJl from its uncncktd
condition when the crack length considered is 1.9 times olbrace radius. Also the variation
of strain ratios in the local 2-ditcetion is very large at the points of interest in joint 3 and
S. In this case, the strain raaios decrease by a maximum of 92.5 17% and 14.27% .. joints
3 and S. re:spectively. Moreover. II this point on the chord surface, the local strain in 2diTeCtion is affected more than the local strain in l-dirtttion by the cnck. 1bc strains in

Ioca.l 2-direction decrease. due to the extension of crack in almost the same direction.

However. in the region beyond the strain enerzy release zone

(the

so called '"shadow"

region), strain energy is stored either in local l-direction or 2-direction. It depends on the
location of the point from the crack. For this reason. the strain component Ell at the

corresponding points in joints 3. 5 and 7 are influenced more than at any other poinlS of
the joints.

Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the mabon of strain ratios in the local coordiNIC sysaern aI
a point that is 0.7S m away on the chord surface (for all joints) from the saddle point of
horizontal bracelchord inleneCtion. These

fiaura

indKalc that the variations of strain

ratios in local 1· and 2- dirctions. joine 3 ~ almost simil.. in nature. but strain ratios in
local l-direction art influenced more than the local 2· dim;tion by the presence of crack.
The strain ratio increases 10 a muimum of 40.14% in local l-direction and 6.43% in local
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2-diection (when the crack length is 1.9 lime the radius of brace). It should be noted thaI
this point is around the quarter-point of the circumference from the crown intersection.

Figure 5.5: Variation of strain ratios in local I-direction al a point on the chord
surface for different crack lengths at 0.073 m away from the saddle intersection of
the horizontal brace and chord.
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Figure 5.6: VariatIon of strain ratios in local I- direction at different
locations of the frame, for different crack lengths. at 0.073 m away from
the saddle intersection of the horizonlal brace and chord in subslrUcture 3

ISO

Figure 5.7: Variallon of strain ratios in local 2-direction at a point on the chord
surface for different length of cracks al 0.073 m away from the wdle mtersection
of the horizontal brace and chord.
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Figure 5.8: Variation of strain ratios in local 2- direction al different locations of
the frame. for different crack lengths, al 0.073 m away from the saddle
intersection of the horizontal brace and chord in substructure 3.
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<a>
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(b,

Figure 5.9 (a) and (b): Variation of strain ratios in local 1- and 2- directions on the
chord surface. for different crack lengths. at 0.225 m away from the saddle
intersection of the horizontal brace and chord member.

At joint I the strain ratios in local 1- and 2- directions decrease by a max.imum of 27.64%
and 0.7%, respectively. At joint 4 it increases by a maximum of 0.37% and 11.98%.
respectively. At joint 5 the strain ratios in local I-direction increases by a maximum of
4.14% and in local2-direction decreases by a max.imum of 1.93%. Hence it could be seen
that the presence of crack does influence the strain values far away from the crack region
as well as at far-away joints.
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Figure 5.10: Variation of strain ratios in local I-direction on the chord surface, for
different crack lengths, at 0.75 m away from the intersection of the horizontal
brace and chord member.
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Figure 5.11: Variation of strain ratios in local 2-direction on the chord surface. for

different crack lengths. at 0.75 m away from the intersection of the horizontal
brace and chord member.

Figures 5.12 and 5.13 also show the variation of strain ratios at a point that is, 1.81 m
(exactly opposite to the crown intersection) away. on the chord surface from the saddle
point of horizontal brace/chord intersection. From these figures it is seen that the variation

of strain ratios in local I-direction is more at this location of joints I. 3. 4 and 5. These
ratios increase to a maximum of 11.39% aljainl 1,82.55% in joint 3 and 3.42% injain! 4,

and decreases by a maximum of 6.6%

al

joint 5. However, strain ratios in local 2-

direction increase by a maximum of 2.62% at joint 3 and decrease by a maximum of
1.66% and 1.04% at joints 4 and 5, respectively. It should be noted that at these points the

stress in 2- direction is considerably larger than the stress in 1- direction. Thus it can be
stated that an intelligent strain gauge instrumentation of suitable locations around the
critical tubular joint intersections would reveal the presence of the crack much earlier
before the crack length reaches its critical failure length.

1 ..

·•" .
'i

·

"

Figure 5.12: Variation of strain ratios in local2·dircction on the chord surface. for
different crack lengths. at 1.8 I m away from the saddle intersection of the
horizontal brace and chord member.
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Figure 5.13: Variation of strain ratios in local 2·<hrectlon on the chord surface. for

different crack lengths. al L81 m away from the saddle intersection of the
horizontal brace and chord member.

5.6 Comparison or Strain Ratios between "Both Sides" Crack and "One
Side" Crack
Since crack can be developed at any place of the joint weld toe it becomes essential to

investigate the effects of crack at different locations of the joint weld toe. Hence, two
symmetric cracks of equal length were considered at saddle points of the same joint on
opposite sides (from crown intersection line). In order to compare the slrain ratios (Ecr I
r.,,) in local 1- and 2- directions two points on the chord surface. that are located at 0.225

'"
m and l.SI m away from the saddIc point of borizontal bracelchord interSCCtion II joint 3.
were taken into considention. The results of this comparison are shown in Figures 5.14

through 5.17. From Figures 5.14(1) and (b) it is seen dial the variation 0( strain in IocaJ 1·
and 2- dirtttions. II a point 0.225 m away from horizontal bnce chord inteneetion in
fl

joint 3. are similar and almost the same for the case of '1loth sides cracks and "one side"
crack (see Figures 5.9 (a) and (b)J. The strain ratios in local l-dim:lion increases by a
mu.imum of 58.8% (49.12'1l for one side crack) and in 2-direction decreases by

I

nw.imum of 92.NI (92.5 171lJ, for one side crack) at this point in joint 3. The comparison
of loca! strain ratios Ell between one side crack and both side cracks for various kx:ations

of the StlUC1ure are shown in Figure 5.15. It is observed that the strain ratios dcClnse at

joints 2 and 4 as the length of crack increases for the '"both sides" crack: bul: this
phenomena is reversed when only "one side" crack occurs at joint 3. These changes can

be utilized to identify whether lhe crack is on "one side" or "two sides" of lhe
inlerKCtion. The nw.imum variation observed in joints l. joint 3 and joint 4, are
respectively•• 1.4()ll, (+6.94% for "one side" crack), .58.8% (+49.12'l1 for one side

crack). and -3.08% (+0.756% for"one side" crack). At aU the other joints ofstJucturc. the
variation of SCRin r.atios Ell is very small.

Figure 5.16 (a) and (b) show the variation of strain neios

Ell

and En at a point on the

choro surface thal is I.8lm away from the saddk point of horizontal brace/chord

intersection for "both sides" crac:ks. Figure 5.17 shows the comparison of results between
"one side" crack and '"both sides" cracks aI this location. It shows a similar variation 10
thai obtained for -one sick" crICk (refer Figwes S.12 and 5.13).

From Figures 5.16 (a)

'"
and (b). it is seen that strain ratios in IocaJ 1- and 2- dim:tions increase by a muimum of

50.36% and 3.02%. respc:ctively, .. joint 3. and cIctteases by a maximum of 15.42% and
2.8%, rapcctively, at joint 5. The variation of main ratios is almost negliJibk at other

locations of d-.e st:tUC1Utt. From a comparison Sludy of strain ratios between "both side"
crack and "one side" crack at the same location of each joint of the

StrueIlUC.

it is

observed that the mu.imum variation of n:sults ue obtained II joints I. 3 and 4. These

variations in Ell are 7.35%, 32.19'1l and 3.28%. respectively; insignir.cll'll differences of
results are obtained aI other locations of the structure. It is also observed that aljoinu 1.2and 3, the presence of crack on one side of the wdd toe intenedion giva a larger strain

ratio than the two-side crack (see Figure 5.11). The rnson for this obvious contndiction
is that the small local ctlanaes produced in 1-dil'CC1ion strains (for "one side" cnck) are

neutralised by the strain rdeases that occur due to crack on the other side (for "two sicScs"

cracks). From all the above anaI)'1is it is concluded that when a crack is developed at a
joint intersection. stnlin ratios around that joint are affected more: than at other joints; the

crack also influences the strain ratios appRCilbly II other joints. Another mode of
expression of the strain changes due to crack OlXutmltt is given in Figwa; 5.18 and

5.19.

Figu~

5.18 <a> and (b) show the variation of strain ratios in IocaJ I· and 2-directions

at four locabOftS on the chord surface 1£ joint 3 for one side crack (the locations

.e at

0.013 m. 0.225 In. 0.75 m and loSl m away from the saddJe point of horizontal

brace/chord inleneCtion).

FiJU~

5.19 (a) & (b) show the variation of strains (in local 1·

and 2· directions) at joint 3 for both side crackJ. It is seen that in each case lhe maximum
variation has CICC\lfml. al a point that is locarcd near the crack.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.14 (a) and (b): Varialion of strain ratios in locaJ 1- and 2- directions at a
point 0.225 m away from saddle point of horizontal brace/chord intersection in
substructure 3 on chord surface (cracks on both saddle locations).
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of strain ratios in local I-direction at different locations of the
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intersection of horizontal brace and chord in substructure 3). All the points are considered
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Figure 5.16 (a) and (b): Variation of main ratios in local I-direction and 2direction at a point on the chord surface 1.81 m away from saddle point of
horizontal brace/chord intersection for different lengths of "both sides" cracks at
0.03 m away from the intersection of joint-3.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of strain ratios in local I-direction at different locations of the
frame between "both sides" crack and "one side" crack (located at 0.03 m away from the
intersection of brace/chord at joint-3). (All poims are considered at the same distance
1.81 m away from the saddle point in the correspondingjoim).
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Figure 5.18 (a) and (b): Variation of strain ratios in local 1- and 2- cJjrections at
four locations on the chord, at joint 3 for "one side" cracks atjoint-3.
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Figure 5.19 (a): Variation of strain ratios in local 1· direction at four locations on the
chord at joint 3 for "both sides" cracks at joinl-3.

o -3t30deg.location-1
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.-aI180deg.localion-3
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IhepoinlS

Figure 5.19 (b): Variation of strain ratios in local 2- directions at three locations
(for better understanding of the variation) on the chord at joint 3 for "both sides"
cracks aljaint-3.
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5.7 Influence on Global Responses due to Development of Crack in an
Offshore Plane Frame Structure
Detection of crack in offshore structures using global parameters such as displacement.
velocity, acceleration and strain is required for saving inspection period required for the
purpose and wealth. By using this analysis one can find out which portion of the structure
is affected by the presence of a crack. Thereafter. this region can be examined in greater
detail to identify the crack properly. In the previous sections, the effect of local responses
due to a crack al particular location (substructure 3) of the structure have been discussed
at length. This section discusses the changes of global displacements in

X"

y. and z-

directions due to the presence of different length cracks at substructure 3. Figures 5.20 to
5.22 present the variation of these displacements with respect to the uncracked structure.
The crack lengths considered in this study are 0.81 times and 1.9 times the brace radius. It
is seen that the rate of change of displacement in all the figures is maximum within to to
30 m of the height of the frame. At all the other regions, this change is much smaller.
Since crack is considered to be present in substructure 3 only and it is located at 20 m
height of the frame, these changes indicate clearly that the crack is present around this
region. This is a clear indicator for the crack presence.
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'"
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Figure 5.20 (a). (b) and (c): Comparison of global x-displacements along lefl
chord member, middle of the braces and righl chord member of the structure
between uncracked and cracked StnlClure due 10 crack in substructure 3.
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Figure 5.21 (a), (b) and (e): Comparison of global y-displacements along left
chord member. middle of the braces and right chord member of the structure
between uncracked and cracked structure due to crack in substructure 3.
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Figure 5.22 (a), (b) and (c): Comparison of global z-displacements along left
chord member, middle of the braces and right chord member of the structure
between uncracked and cracked structure due to crack in substructure 3.
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Figure 5.23: Comparison of strain ratios at different locations of the frame
between uncracked and cracked structure (crack length equal to 1.9 times of brace
radius) due to crack in substructure 3.
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Figure 5.24: (a) Variation of strain ratios at different locations on the chord
sutface in joint 1 from the uncracked structure due to different lengths of crack at
the critical region of substructure 3.

Figure 5.24: (b) Variation of strain ratios al different locations on the chord
surface in joint 3 from the uncracked structure due to different lengths of crack at
the critical region of substructure 3.

Figure 5.23 shows the variation of strain ralios at some points (0.073 m, 0.225 m. 0.75 m

and 1.81 m away from the saddle point) of all the joints of the structure. This figure
shows which joints were affected more by the crack in substructure 3. It is seen that joints
I and 3 are affected more for this crack; joint 3 is affected quite a lot since the crack is
located around its weld toe. Approximate location of crack within the structure could be
found out by using this analysis. Figures 5.24 (a) and (b) show the variation of strain

In

ratios at some lou! points of joint I mel joint 3. The figures sbow that joint 3 is affected
rn(JR.

dlanjoint t. Moreover the maximum sr-fient of the CUI"YeS ocxv:r near the origin of

Figure 5.24 (a). For this reason. a detailed aaalysis shoWd be performed for joint 3 to find
out the e.uct klcaCion of the ClaCk. It is obser\Ied: thIl Shin drop becomes

crack. when crack.

)math is

large near the

increased padually. At all the other p:!inu. the changes in

strains are as than those .. points near the crack..

5.8SlIIIIIIIaI'Y
The effect on local strains in I- and 2- directions near the crack. and at other locations of
the entire structure due to diffemll lengths of c:ncks at critical region of substruCture 3
have been discussed in this chapcer. The effects of crack. on both sides of the intersection
of those locations mentioned above, have also been shown in this study. In order to
detenn.ine the probable location 0( c:rac:k. a comparison study of the results obtained from
unc:rad:ed and c:rac:tcd

stnICllara It

some local points

0(

the c:rac:k.ed joints have been

made. The differences of kx:a1 Shin raIios at four Ioc:ations on the dIord. around the

c:rac:k.ed joint (in substruc:tllft; 3>. for "one side" crack. and "both sides" crack. have also
been praentcd for mis srudy. To delmnine the approltimale location of the c:rac:k.

&Iobal

analysis using displacements of the substtuc:1UJC boundary nodes. between unc:nck.ed and
cracked suuctures. has been cani.ed out. This analysis would

loc:ationofthecrack..

~tify

the approJ,imate:

Cbapter6
COnclusiOIlS and RecommendatiollS

In order to develop • method
plarforms baed on

zlobaI

10

detect and identify cracks in

5lCe1

jacket offshort:

and kxal responses (deformation. stress and strain). finite

element method was used for numerical studies. Since the analysis of a complex larse
scale stnlCturt like a steel offshore platform using tilt" noded degenerate isoparamctric
shell elements would give a very large number of degrees of freedom. substructure
technique was used 10 solve this problem. Also. a two-dimensional plane frame was
considcml instead of the three-dimens»onal space frame suucrure. For the whole
suucture. eight substructures were: considem1 and the toW decrees of freedom (OOFs)

for the entire suucture were obtained

IS

21l.2'70. Subsl:rucnue 3 alone. where the cnck

was IocaIed, had 36,670 00Fs. When subslJ\lcturing If'PrOCh was applied it reduced the

DOFs to 1180.

Although ttlis saucture is subjected 10 a cyclic wave Ioadi.ng from the sea environment.
the analysis was carried out by considering only a concemrated load applied at the top of
the frame (for simplicity in calculations), Displacements.

SU'eSses

and strains wert:

obtained by analyzing tJUs structure using ABAQUS finite dement software. Since stress
measurement is nOl convenient in practical cases. global displacements and local wains

I7l

17.

approach were used to obtain information regarding the detectioo of cracks in an offshore

"""""".
The results obtained from the scudy are Biven below:

1. For the accuracy of analysis. the results obtained from subsuucture approach (with
shell elements) were co~ wid! those obtained using beam clements. The

differmces between the two analyses were within S-I()ll,.
2. Mesh refinement was checked by considerinJ 24, 48 and 96 dements around the wekl
tOe

regions of bnce and chord members. near the inlCr'SCCtion. The local stress on

chord member for 96 elements was IO-iS'Il

creaaer than

those obtained with 48

elements (used in the presa1t study for all cases in substructure 3).
3. Muimum suess (hot spol stress) in local l-direction was developed al an angle of

88.25 and 271.75 degrees from the bottom crown and it was localed at lhe weld toe on
the uncracked chord surface of horizontal brlcdchord intersection.

4. Local stresses in 1· and 2- directions decreased enormously in all the crK'kcd

e1ements. However, the do:rease was con.sidetat:He Dear the tip of crack.
S. Due 10

de~1opmmI

of cnck (crack.

IenJlhs equal

brace radius) II the hot spoe. the dwlp of

to 0.81 times and 135 times of

SU'eSSeS

in local 1-

di~

were

observed to be 95.411% and 116.85% near the crack (at a point O.043m away from
the crack on the chord surface). However, these changes

w~

respectively 48.23%

and 57.368% at 0.225 m away and 19376'l. and 50.68% at 1.81 m away. from the

horizontal t:neeIchord intmcction (on chord surface).

'"
6. From the compmison swdy of "without ~ point" nodes Iftd '"wid! q-'Cl" poitll"
nodes. it was obserYed thM if mid-side nodes of the isopuametric min shell element
wert: wfted to the quancr points near the axil: tip, the stress singularity was

modellcdinabetterway.

7. The principal plane anIle varied. by 666.21%. and 53.57% at locations 0.073 m and
0.225 m away from the saddk of horizontal bracelchord interseC'tion on the chord
surface. respectively. and by 103.08% It 1.81 m away localion from the sackUe poinl.
when the crack length COIl:Sidcred was 0.27 times of brace l1Idius. These raults show
that examination of CMnses of principal plInt angks cauld also be used to MJentiry

the "througtHhickness" CT1ICk initiation.
8. The variation of strases for "one side" crxk 0( the inteneetion was otKained similar
to those obtained from the ..both sides" crack of the same joint. Also differences of

results between the two cases were 1es5 than 20%.
9. Strain variations wen: observed 10 be more than 95% at a point 0.043 m away from

the crack (saddle) when crxk kngth considered was 1.9 times the bncc radius.

However. it was Ies5 than fiOCII in the faraway (0.225 m. 0.15 m and 1.81 m) locaDons
on the chord swface of the CBCked joint and m than 17'ib at other joint kalions.

10. Maximum

TalC

of chanJt of gLobal dispfal:emmcs in a cracked SU\ll:tutC 0l:CUtIed

between heigt,,! of 10 m and

J()

m aJonl the left chord. midd&e of all braces and the

right chord. llris could be used to determine the approximaae IDCaiion of crw::k in a
structure.

"6
From the results of above analyses. it can be concluded d'LIt lcJt strIin chanps occur
near the cnck ~gion and they could be used as indicatcn for the detection of any bod of
faults such

IS

crxltinl. dcbonding, delamination. loosening of pans. etc. The

measurement of these changes can be made by USiAI triaxial strain pup sensors at
predetermined critical rexions of the SbUCtUre. In addition the slope of the displacement
diapam over the whole heipt of the strlJCtUJ'e could also be used 10 affinn the presence

ofthecrac:k.

The following additional investiptions

aR

mcornmmdcd to compkte the SlUdics

reponed in this thesJs:

I. Analyses need to be carried out considering

th~-dimensional

space frame suucture

with shell clemc:nts.
2. In order 10 find out the ex-=t hoc spollocalion

veT}'

fine meshes (hav;ng rnc:R than 96

elemerlts) should be used around the itlleneCtion of aU joints.

3. Preparalion of mcxIel of crM:t. using 3-D solid elements and arbiu.y aeomettY of
cracks. mil usually occur in teaJ life struetum. should be considered in the analyses.
4. A non-modal crack identification ~ . usinl a procedure similar to the one

proposed earlier by Owolabi (2001). could also be developed for this laI'F-scale
protocype SUUClW'C; the CTilCks are 10 be located sequentially at the weld toe regions of
eight substructures and the results processed accordingly. This will exactly identify
the crack size n

crack location.

In

S. Analyses need to be performed considerina dynamic nmdom Ioadinz.

6. Durine the analysis of unc1'Kkcd and cracked

SlIUCtUra.

the effect due to the

settlement of foundation, rotation of foundation and Slatkin. of loads on the superstnlCtun; should aJso be laken into considention.
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Appendix

Shape FUDctiODS (Nw",. 1993)
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1
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1/4(~+~Xl-m
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2
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The shape function can be written as in the following form.

(A.2)

This ronn pennits 10 write down all the shape functions in one expression. These are:

1. Comer node with 9

'" ±1 and T1i = tl
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2. Mid-side nodes with (~, T1i)equarc to (0. tl) and (tl,O)
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